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About this document
This document is the Circular Head component of
the Open Space, Sport and Recreation Plan
prepared for Waratah -Wynyard and Circular
Head Councils.
Other documents prepared for this plan include
the following:
•

Demand and Consultation Findings

•

Open Space Planning Framework

•

Locality Analysis

•

Issues Papers including:
o Camping Issues Paper
o Off-road Trails Issues Paper
o Community Meeting Places / Halls Issues
Paper
o Public Toilets Issues Paper
o Occupancy Agreements Issues Paper
o Destination Play Spaces
o Acquisitions and Disposals

•

Master Plans for two sites:
o

Smithton

Sports

and

Recreation

Precinct

o Stanley Recreation Ground
An inventory and GIS layer of Open Space, Sport
and Recreation facilities was prepared and
provided separately to this document.
A separate study considered the feasibility of and
prepared a business case for a new swimming
pool in Circular Head.

©All rights reserved.
No part of this publication may be
reproduced, stored in a retrieval
system or transmitted in any form,
by any means, without the prior
written permission of Circular Head
Council and @leisure
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Summary

1.1

The project

The Open Space, Sport and Recreation Plan for
the Waratah Wynyard (WW) and Circular Head
(CH) councils has been prepared to provide
leadership in delivering open space, sporting and
recreation outcomes and improve the municipal
areas as places to live and visit.

1.2 Vision
Circular Head Council Vision
To provide leadership excellence focused on
strategic objectives through local and regional
engagement to deliver value for money and
services to meet community needs.

The vision for open space, sport and recreation in
Circular Head Council is:
Goal if-. Community Recreation and Wellbeing
Circular Head will be a place where services,
facilities and open space provide opportunities for
individuals and groups of all ages and abilities to
participate in recreational activities that
encourage health and wellbeing.

1.3 Goals and principles
The following goals and principles underpin this
plan:
1.

Evidence based Benefits-driven planning

2.

Equitable access and social inclusion

3-

Diversity

4-

Sustainability

5-

Strong Partnerships

6.

Engagement

The following Investment map illustrates the
benefits, key problem, and solutions in terms of
strategic intervention, changes and assets
needed.
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Sport, Recreation and Open Space Plan

INVESTMENT
LOGIC MAP
BENEFITS

◄

ROBLEM

►

SOLUTION

STRATEGIC
INTERVENTIONS
Increased health and
wellbeing through
equitable access to
physical activity and
high quality SRO
assets for local
residents

CHANGES

Enhanced quality and
consolidation of
sporting facilities in key
towns and complexes
to support
participation and
events

Increased
capacity and
quality of the
strategicallyplaced sports
and recreation
infrastructure

Higher quality
and diversity of
urban open
space

Enhance partnerships
between community
schools to deliver
sporting assets,
(ommunity cohesion and
social capital

Enhanced
liveability with
improved
environmental,
social and
economic
outcomes

•j Ageing
I infrastructure
U Fit for purpose
I facilities
¥ Low rate base
4 Dispersed
Settlement
• Lower than
I potential
j participation and
I health status
/• Unmet demand for
activities
Limited resources
rom other levels
of government
• Volunteerism
• Management
structures

ASSETS
NEEDED

New indoor and
outdoor sporting
infrastructure
including trails
designed for
sharing and
sustainability

Extensive development
of trails to encourage
walking and cycling

Stronger
partnerships/
sharing with
schools, peak
bodies, event
providers,
users and other
levels of
government

Promotion of built
and natural assets
and underutilised
community facilities
for events and
community use

Improved urban
landscape
amenity and
protection of
public access to
foreshore and
scenic
landscapes

Updated planning,
vegetation
protection, asset
management
practisesard
promotion
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Introduction

2

2.2 Community and stakeholder
engagement

2.1 The project
The Open Space, Sport and Recreation Plan was
jointly developed for the Waratah Wynyard (WW)
and Circular Head (CH) councils and has been
prepared to provide leadership in delivering open
space, sporting and recreation outcomes and
improve the municipal areas as places to live and
visit.
This project brief required the following:
•

Define the role of Council in open space,
sport and recreation grounds and facilities.

•

Promote a 'sense of place' through
provision of sport and recreation
opportunities for people of all ages.

•

•

•

•

Align the planning and management of
open space, sport and recreation across
the two municipal areas and with regional
and state policies. Improve the
distribution, mix and use of sporting,
recreation and open spaces /facilities.
Improve the sustainability and
management of sporting, recreation and
open spaces /facilities.
Classify open space, sport and recreation
grounds and facilities by catchment types
(e.g. local, district or regional), function
and purpose.
Provide a vision, strategic principles and
directions.

•

Consider future demographic changes,
economic strengths and weaknesses of the
region, physical and ecological resources,
heritage and visual quality.

•

Provide a clear and prioritised
implementation framework and staging
plan.

This project engages a wide range of stakeholders
through the following consultations.
Table l. Methods of engagement employed in this
project

Methods

Online survey
(Residents survey)

Online survey
(Organisations survey)

No.

No.

respondents -

respondents -

W-W

CH

24
(11 other
attempts)

(24 other
attempts)

125

3 (15 other
attempts)

9
(10 other
attempts)
32 (1 other
attempt)

6

11

67

Community/
stakeholders meetings

2

2

Master Plan stakeholder
workshops

2

2

Circular Head
Swimming Pool
workshop

0

Circular Head
Swimming Pool
Reference Group

o

Online survey
(Club admin survey)
Submissions/ Facebook
web comments

75
attendees

13

attendees
2 workshops (both LGAs)

Council staff workshops
(2)

Telephone interviews

170 contacted (268 attempts)

Councillors workshop

1 workshop
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2.3 Context
Table 2. Telephone interviews with stakeholders

Policy and planning
Interviews
completed

Total
attempts

State and regional
sporting and recreation
organisations

7

11

State government

3

7

34

56

2

Specific reserve
stakeholders (master
plan sites)
Community groups

Nature of
organisation

Relevant state policies and plans
Key state and regional plans and policies include:
•

Healthy Tasmania Five Year Strategic
Plan

•

Tasmanian Walking and Cycling Plan for
active transport

16

•

Tasmanian's Physical Activity Plan

27

41

•

Tasmanian Open Space Policy and Planning
Framework

12

12

•

Tasmania T2iTourism Economy

Community halls

4

4

•

Tasmanian MTB Plan

Swimming pool
reference group

22

27

•

Tasmanian Cycle Tourism Strategic Plan and
Action Plan 2020

1

1

•

2

2

Tasmanian Parks and Wildlife Service Joint
Parks 21 Plan

Schools

13

15

Councillors

14

16

Key recreation
organisations
Council staff

Specific bicycle network
Environmental groups

A number of state plans reinforce the importance
of a healthier Tasmania, physical activity, parks,
cycling as well as a sustainable and growing
tourism industry supporting economic and
community development.
These plans also reinforce the importance of
infrastructure in encouraging people to be
physically active and growing visitor numbers.
Several plans have a heavy emphasis on mountain
bike activity, especially for tourism. This activity
and related infrastructure are yet to be developed
in the state's northwest.
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Council area and the economic
development

Benefits of open space, recreation and sport
Open space and sporting facilities provide clear
benefits for:
a)

support local groups and organisations that
deliver recreation opportunities with
volunteers

•

ensure that use matches the nature of the
recreation resources and neither under
utilises orover-utilises

•

attract resources from outside the rate base
and user group contributions to assist with
delivering opportunities and protecting
community assets in the long term.

users (through participation)

b) people who know where facilities are, can

c)

•

see them, or who live near them (through
the restorative and well-being benefits,
civic pride benefits and optional demand),
and
the broader community through economic
benefits, for example.

These benefits include the long term contribution to
health and wellbeing from participation in physical
and social activity, the mental health, civic pride and
environmental benefits of nature and parks and the
benefits of events, and economic development
through sport and tourism.
These benefits are the reason why Councils
subsidise sport and recreation and are the returns of
the Councils investment in infrastructure.
Appendix l. Outlines these benefits in more detail

Within these responsibilities there are some specific
roles forthe Council(s):
•

Protection and nurturing of the natural and
build assets in public ownership-the basic
resources from which personal and
community benefits can be accrued in the
long term.

•

Management of infrastructure to ensure it is
fit for purpose and delivers these benefits.

•

To promote and encourage participation by
all members of the community, regardless
of age, gender, cultural diversity, ability,
education, economic status and residential
location.

•

To provide information and promote
choices about the value of recreation and
open space and opportunities to participate,
so that residents and visitors may find
opportunities that suit them, to maximise
choice and the return on Council's
investment.

Role of Council(s) in open space sport and
recreation
Local government subsidises sports and recreation
and open space in recognition of the range of
benefits these delivers to:
a) individuals who see it, follow it, play it, and are
involved in clubs; and
b) the community who benefit from the social,
economic, environmental and health outputs.
Key responsibilities for Council in open space, sport
and recreation are to:
•

protect, provide and manage open space
and assets to provide a suite of community
and personal benefits in the long term

•

maximise the benefits that may accrue
through community use of open space,
recreation and sports facilities

•

encourage visitors to use facilities that may
create economic advancement and that
benefit the sustainability of local groups and
spaces

•

facilitate participation in recreation and
sporting activities and use of open space
that provides the community with a range
of benefits including health and wellbeing,
community connectedness and
development, enhanced liveability of the

DRAFT OPEN SPACE, SPORT AND RECREATION PLAN 2017-2027
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Challenges
The two councils have exceptional recreation
resources and open space, both land and water
based, that provide residents with opportunities for
physical and social activities and to experience
nature. Many of these are highly marketable as
visitor experiences either through their inherent
qualities or ability to host events.

Opportunities
The major opportunities available to the Councils
are to selectively develop and promote key facilities
that:

The major challenges faced by the two councils in
the area of sport, recreation and open space relate
to their ability to sustain the range and quality of
opportunities available, due to:
•

the small rate base

•

the ageing and limited growth of the
population in dispersed settlements

•

an increasing gap between high and lower
income groups

•

lowerthan potential participation and
health status

•

potential influences of environmental
integrity

•

the age of assets and a reduced capacity of
other levels of government and community
groups to pay for them

•

unmet demand for activities

•

limited resources to deliver opportunities,
undertake maintenance and renewal of
assets that may have been available in the
past.

DRAFT OPEN SPACE, SPORT AND RECREATION PLAN 2017-2027

can maximise participation and the resulting
personal and community benefits
can be cost effectively managed, and
developed in partnership with others
encourage partners to contribute to the
renewal of infrastructure
can attract more residents to locate and
tourist to visit the north west, and
attract visitors that support local
businesses, clubs and organisation and
sustainability of assets,
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3 The planning framework
In responding to the demand for recreation, open
space and sport and the need to consciously provide
for all the community and the benefits they seek
now and in the future, a classification of facilities
and localities was developed to enable planners to
assess:
•

the range of human benefits available in
open space

•

the accessibility of opportunities

•

the diversity of opportunities

•

equity in provision

•

the quality of opportunities against the
range of specific benefits the facilities is
designed to provide, and

Ensure the priority types of facilities and open
space to meet community needs are fit-forpurpose and available near to where people live.

3.1 Settlements and what community
infrastructure is provided

This plan recommends a hierarchy of residential
settlements based on population. Three types of
residential settlement: towns, villages and hamlets
/rural areas are identified.
In order for community infrastructure to be well
maintained and sustainable in the long term:
Towns will have an equitable distribution of and
social /family recreation areas and trails, a playing
field complex and may have one or more
community meeting places.
Villages will typically have one centralised hub of
sports/social family recreation facilities including a
community meeting place and may develop a trail
circuit. Multiple, separate spaces will not be
provided in villages.
A hamlet / rural area may have some community
infrastructure but typically will be serviced by a
village hubortown within 20 mins. Low density/
large lot residential may have trails and will be
served by hubs of facilities in villages.
The localities in Circular Head, by population (2011)1
are as follows:

Settlement type describes the context (nature and
density of a residential settlement) in which
facilities and open space is provided and assists in
determining the sustainable model of provision by:
•

Determining the users' context

•

Assessing access to private open space and

•

Determining the likely availability of
incidental green space for restorative
qualities in that settlement type

•

Determining what might be needed in the
public domain to compensate for the
specific context

•

Ensuring there is the population to support
the nature of the facility

•

Minimising the duplication of facilities in
adjacent settlements within approximately
20 minutes' drive.

1ABS,

2011 Census
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Table i:

Population by locality in Circular Head

Locality

Approx.
Population

Settlement type

Smithton and
surrounds

4,572

Town

Stanley*and
Green Hills

581

Small town/village

Forest,
Mengha,
Alcomie

790

Village

Marrawah,
Redpa, Arthur
River,
Woolnorth,
Montagu,
Togari, Brittons
Swamp

856

Village

Irishtown, Edith
Creek,
Trowatta, roger
River,
Nabageena,
Lileah

887

Rocky Cape,
Montumana,
Mawbanna,
Hellyer Beach,
Crayfish Creek,
Edgecumbe
Beach

725

Figure 1. An indication of settlement hierarchy in
Circular Head

3.2 Types of open spaces and facilities
Village

Hamlet/ rural area

All open spaces and facilities should have an agreed
Primary function. Function is the key purpose or
role of the open space/facility within the network.
When the function or purpose of an open space is
known, it is possible to define the qualities that
make itfit-for-purpose.
Core service levels (for the provision and
maintenance for each main open space function
type are defined in Appendix 3.

*Stan!ey has estimated 36,000 annual visitors (approx, same as
Wynyard and significant accommodation premises, industry,
etc.) hence classified as a small town.

By articulating specific functions that reflect the
range of opportunities required by a community,
the benefits they provide can be protected for
future populations.

The following image indicates a simple hierarchy of
settlements:

The primary functions types of open space and
recreation facilities are:

•

rural hamlets and localities

•

Parks and Gardens

•

villages (or village/small town)

•

Off-road trails

•

towns

•

Conservation area

•

Social /family recreation area

•

Community / ornamental garden

•

Memorial park/cemetery

•

Visual amenity / look out

•

Indoor gym / fitness / dance facility

•

Sports facility

•

Swimming pool

•

Water-based recreation

•

Community meeting place

Settlements highlighted are main towns (red),
villages (blue) and key rural hamlets and localities
(green). This hierarchy should help Council manage
expectations about what infrastructure is affordable
and sustainable, based on the population and
distance to the adjacent settlements.
Where a major sports facility or gathering place is
provided in a village it may not be required in
another village within 20 minutes' drive.

Landscape settings describe the form of open space
that influences a user's experience.
At different times and for various activities users
may seek different landscape settings; for example,
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shady treed parkland, a beach, open grassy areas,
paved areas or ornamental gardens.
By classifying spaces by landscape setting a
diversity of experiences and activities can be
preserved.
This classification system is consistent with world
best practice and addresses the common
disadvantages attributed to more simplistic systems
that are not able to be used for planning purposes,
to compare with community benefits and demand
for specific activities, and for marketing of open
space.

Accessibility can be achieved by:
•

Providing the priority types of open space
needed in different settlements,

•

Ensuring the priority function types of space
are within a specified distance of residences,
so when a community grows or changes the
desirable range of benefits is still within
reach.

Diversity - essential to ensure the whole population
can find satisfying experiences now and in the
future, can be achieved by:
•

Changing the function of open space e.g.
when there is a narrow range of open space
function types or multiple spaces with the
same function

•

Varying the catchment of open space e.g. a
local park could be developed to serve a
district or regional catchment

•

Altering the landscape setting e.g. changing
open grassy areas to bushland, thus
broadening the range of experiences as well
as enhancing biodiversity.

•

Not duplicating one type of facility

The landscape setting types of open space in are
classified as:
Bushland/forest

Open grassed area

Treed parkland

Rough Natural Area

Cultivated
garden

Plaza/ paved area/
hard court

Lawn / Managed
Turf

Beach / foreshore

Beach
/Foreshore

The Catchment of a facility describes the sphere of
influence of the facility or open space. It captures:
•

Where users originate from (i.e. if they are
residents how far they travel to use the
space and whether they are visitors to the
area)

•

How long they may stay.

This type of approach can be applied to the whole
Council area, across one locality, or along a linear
feature such as a river corridor,
As classifications are defined for each open space,
Council can direct the management and
development of open spaces - even when a master
or management plan is not in place.

Catchment type is described as being either local,
district or regional.
Catchment doesn't necessarily dictate the size of an
asset. A small asset may have regional significance.
However, catchment will dictate the level of service
provided. See Appendix 3.
How this framework can be used
The four elements described previously in this
section (settlement, primary function, landscape
setting and catchment) taken together, can help
Councils to deliver the known benefits of open
space to its communities by enhancing quality,
accessibility, equity and diversity of provision.
Equity can be achieved by:
•

Distributing a range of each type of space
across the Council area and each locality

•

Identifying and servicing specific needs.
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4 The demand for and supply
of facilities and open space
4.1 The demand for sport recreation
and open space
The factors affecting demand for sport, recreation
and open space include population growth,
availability of local opportunities, changes in
settlement, and housing and demographic profile,
(namely: income, age, education and ability).
There are trends toward more individual, social and
event-based leisure pursuits with changes in
lifestyle, time and money pressures.
The demographic profile and the physical context of
the two councils is slightly different. Waratah
Wynyard has a slightly older and less affluent
profile, but less is remote. Waratah Wynyard also
has a slightly different organisational culture with
sports facilities largely managed centrally, as
compared to Circular Head Council where those are
managed by local committees.
Australia-wide there is an increasing range of
recreation activities in demand. The benefits of
sport, physical and social opportunities, proximity
and use of open space are now more widely known.
Increasing education and affluence mean higher
expectations about the quality, availability of open
space and physical activity, facilities and services
and the value and status of physical activity.

The supply of these and supporting organisations,
however, differs across the two council areas.
The survey identified a similar order of priority for
additional facilities. In Circular Head:
•

Swimming pool

•

Indoor sports facility

•

Indoor gym/fitness / dance

•

Social/family recreation parks

•

Mountain bike / BMX/ cycle sport

For example, Circular Head has a greater need for a
public indoor swimming pool due to remoteness,
whereas populations closer to private facilities in
Wynyard and regional facilities nearby in Burnie.
Penguin also has athletics and Wynyard has a
regional BMX track.
With more centralised and consolidated industry,
urban settlement, team sports delivery and the
increase in standards of facilities and asset
management required, it is more difficult for
councils to sustain the same levels of facilities in
smaller settlements.
What will be important is an equitable way of
introducing service efficiencies.
A separate volume to this report, the Demand and
Consultation Findings, provides details of the
demographic analysis, projected participation in
activities and the preferences and issues raised by
residents and organisations in interviews, surveys
and submissions.

The likely order of demand (in terms of numbers of
people by activity) for different recreation facility
types in both councils are as follows.
•

Off-road trails

•

Indoor gym / fitness / dance facility

•

Outdoor playing field

•

Swimming pool

•

Indoor court sports

•

Outdoor water sport

•

Park based / natural environment

•

Skate / roller sports

•

Outdoor sports court

•

Golfcourse

•

Outdoor fitness/gym facility

•

Lawn bowls green

•

Squash / racquet ball court

•

Equestrian facility
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Managing demand
The local demand for recreation, open space and
sport is underpinned by a number of factors. These
include:
•

A relatively low population that is ageing
and dispersed

•

An increased understanding of the
contribution of sport and recreation to the
relation to health of the population and the
economy.

•

A potential increasing divide between areas
of economic and social advantage and high
mobility and areas of public housing and
economic and social disadvantage with
relatively high levels of disability and
immobility.

•

•

•

Increasing environmental awareness,
expectations and demand for the pristine
environmental settings the region provides.
Increasing demand for individual, affordable
and social non-club based sports and
recreation activities with social and physical
activity benefits (especially for women,
older adults and people of all abilities),
events and urban food production.
Increased awareness of the value of club
based sports that are subject to changing
business models, schedules and
infrastructure requirements to remain
viable.

6/og/ig

4.2 The current supply of recreation
opportunities
An inventory was prepared of known facilities and
open space used for recreation within the two
Council areas. The inventory is provided as a
separate spreadsheet to this document and in the
form of a GIS layer, and maps of both Council areas.
Also, a list of major crown reserves managed by
Parks Tasmania is provided in Appendix 4. This list
shows the considerable and significant park assets
available to the local community and visitors.
Key assets of the Councils' areas are:
•

its parks and reserves, coastlines, scenic
qualities of the rivers and beach foreshores
and hinterland and the remaining forested
areas - especially close to the major towns

•

a good distribution of land based, water
based, sporting and community gathering
spaces

•

access to the region by air for visitors

•

the extent of foreshores, former rail and
tramways and natural areas for the
development of trails for cycling and
walking

•

a good distribution of school sites that
provide sporting and recreation assets and a
springboard to clubs and opportunities for
children

•

the history underpinning many existing
facilities and open spaces

Facilities were classified according to their primary
function and sport / activity and the catchment they
service i.e. local, district or regional.
Open spaces were also classified by landscape
setting type to reflect the vegetation type present.
See Appendix 2 for the definitions of classifications.
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All facilities were classified and mapped by locality.
A separate volume, Locality Analysis, presents more
detailed findings by locality.

•

The importance of providing play
opportunities means the current provision
model of small pocket play parks in
residential subdivisions needs to be revisited
and social family recreation spaces provided
instead.

•

There are many tracks and trails developing
in response to high demand. These need
strategic planning to secure routes and
develop fit-for-purpose regional trails and
circuits around all villages and towns and to
promote these to residents and visitors.

Issues related and opportunities related to
supply
Issues affecting the supply of sport and recreation
facilities can be summarised as:
•

Growth in some areas (from shack
settlements to permanent villages) not
currently served by sports and community
infrastructure

•

The decline in population in some villages
has meant an inability to sustain clubs and
community infrastructure in dispersed
settlements

•

Limited access to social, free access sport
and recreation facilities close to where
people live (otherthan the beach and the
limited network of trails)

•

Limited emphasis on maintaining the
amenity and environmental value of parks
and streetscapes, otherthan by mowing

•

Opportunities to promote the significant
benefit of the available assets to residents
and visitors

•

Residences are likely to develop in some
areas along the coast and around the fringes
of Smithton and Wynyard and may require
access to social /family recreation spaces

•

Ageing assets - especially sports facilities
and community meeting places may need
to be redeveloped or co-located to
maximise their use to include people of all
ages, genders and abilities and provide
more sustainable options to deliver club
sport.

•

With the changes in the viability of clubs the
management and occupancy of facilities
needs to be reviewed

•

Many foreshores and public places are being
used by freedom campers without the
benefit of a solid platform for management
and strategic planning

These issues are outlined in the separate issues
papers prepared for this project and
recommendations are provided in Chapter 6.
Two master plans were also prepared for significant
reserves in Circular Head:
•

Smithton Recreation Reserve, Stanley
Recreation Ground

•

The Stanley Recreation Ground
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5 Vision, goals and principles
5.1 Vision
The Sustainable Murchison Community Plan's
community vision integrates Murchison's natural
and productive resources, active lifestyles, selfreliant nature and creativity with a desire to engage
with one another and the world. Specifically, the
vision seeks thriving, vibrant communities with
healthy lifestyle opportunities. In support of this
vision, the vision for open space, sport and
recreation in Circular Head Council is:
Goal 4: Community Recreation and Wellbeing
Circular Head will be a place where services,
facilities and open space provide opportunities for
individuals and groups of all ages and abilities to
participate in recreational activities that encourage
health and wellbeing.

5.2 Goals and principles
The following goals and principles underpin this
plan:
1

Evidence based benefits-driven planning

2

Equitable access and social inclusion

3

Diversity

A

Sustainability

5

Strong partnerships

6

Engagement

The principles supporting each goal are outlined in
the following pages.
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i. Evidence based benefits-driven planning
Principles
•

•

•

•

Open space and sport and recreation
facilities enhance the health, wellbeing and
prosperity and economic resilience of the
current and future populations.
The outcomes of the Councils resourcing of
open space, sport and recreation should be
considered in term of benefits. These
benefits include those to health and
wellbeing derived from participation in
physical and social activities, restorative,
civic pride and environmental benefits of
nature and the benefits of events, and
economic development through sport and
tourism.
These benefits should be considered when
the financial cost and risks of activity are
being assessed.
Participation in recreation and sports
activity is highly valued and encouraged and
results in more people being able to play
sport and leading healthy active and social
lives, and personal and community benefits.

2. Equitable access and social inclusion
Principles
•

A more equitable distribution and quality of
opportunities and infrastructure accessible
to all people, will be based on population
size and travel distance.

•

Equitable access to open space and
recreation is fundamental to everyone's
wellbeing.

•

All residents regardless of where they live,
their age, gender, income, ethnicity
education or ability, have the right to access
at least a core suite of community
recreation infrastructure and open spaces
near where they live.

•

An equitable distribution and range of type
of open spaces will be provided across the
Council area and in each town.

•

The specific level of service and suite of
infrastructure will be delivered in line with
the hierarchy of settlement, and 20-minute
distance thresholds.

•

All infrastructure will be designed managed
in accordance with the principles of
universal design and access and mobility
standards.

•

The priority open space function types will
be provided within a specified distance of all
residences, so when a community grows or
changes the desirable range of benefits is
still within reach.

•

Pathways of opportunities supported from
schools to clubs and to a higher level of
competence and competition will include
people of all ages, genders, backgrounds
and abilities.
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4. Sustainability

3. Diversity
Principles

Principles

•

Diversity is essential to ensure the whole
population regardless of a person's age,
gender or ability, can find satisfying
experiences now and in the future.

•

The development of the open spaces sport
and recreation facilities will ensure that the
natural environment and cultural heritage is
protected for future generations.

•

A variety of open space functions and
landscape setting types are needed to
ensure the widest range of residents and
visitors can use and benefit from open
space. A diversity of activities, facilities and
experiences is required within each open
space and locality and across the municipal
area as a whole.

•

Sustainable design, development and
management of open space require a
balance of local and broader efforts to meet
human needs for the long term without
destroying or degrading the natural
environment orthe value of the resource.

•

The model of provision of open space and
standard of community infrastructure that
can be delivered will be determined by the
hierarchy of settlement and distance to
other similarfacilities

•

Fit-for-purpose open spaces serving
different functions that reflect community
benefits will be strategically developed and
maintained at a consistent standard and
distributed close to where all people live and
work.

•

Hubs of community and recreation facilities
will be developed to enhance equity of
access based on the hierarchy of
settlement. These encourage high
occupancy, multiple uses and resource
sharing; encourage a connection between
schools, community and clubs, and cost
effective management; and will be
developed in partnership with others.

•

Core service levels will guide the
management of assets to ensure that they
are sustainable, in line with what Council
can afford, and that they are fit for purpose.

•

A diversity of recreation opportunities will
enhance participation in physical and social
opportunities, attracts.new residents,
businesses and visitors and thereby
increases the economic, environmental and
social sustainability of the region.

•

Provision of a diversity of opportunities will
reduce the need to retrofit places as the
population or demand for activities changes
overtime.

•

If there is diversity in open space
opportunities, there is also a choice, and
having a choice is more likely to result in all
people finding an activity suitable and
enjoyable to them, and that will motivate
people to continue participation.

•

A diversity of landscape setting types across
open space will increase the range of
experiences available and provide variety in
spaces of same function type with both
shady and green and open and sunny, paved
and environmental spaces.
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5. Strong Partnerships

6. Engagement

Principles
•

Some people, activities and assets are by
nature dependant on the inherent natural
qualities of open space resources, where
others are not. As a priority open space
should support activities and users who are
more dependent on it.

•

The high-quality, unique character and
environmental quality of settlements and
reserves should be protected and enhanced
as a natural advantage to encourage
outdoor recreation, attract more visitors
and events to the region, enhance liveability

•

•

The highest and best use of open space is
for sport and physical activity. Open space
is a land use that has appropriate planning
scheme zones. It should not be seen as
cheap land for other community uses.
Buildings and structures often sited on open
space that are not dependant on parkland
should be sited on other land

Principles
1. The Council will engage and work
collaboratively with State, and regional
government and authorities and with
committees of management, users and
peak bodies to improve the integrated
planning, development and management of
open space, sports and recreation facilities.
•

Users will be encouraged to communicate
with other users and Council over issues and
the condition of infrastructure.

•

The Council will seek to be transparent
about policies and plans that affect users
and the community, and costs of those.

•

The Council will seek to develop networks
between sports and clubs present in the
municipal areas

The most important facility on a sports park
is the playing surface. All support facilities
such as club rooms should be shared and
consolidated into sustainable footprints and
sited adjacent to the street verge, and
where possible car parks should be offsite
or on reserve perimeters.
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accommodation, scenic or heritage
attractions and urban settlements.

6 Issues and opportunities
A wide range of issues was presented as part of the
plan. These were either identified in the brief or
arose during the plan preparation.

2.

Continue to negotiate with property owners
to secure rights of way or access around
private land along key trail routes such as
Stanley to Smithton, key scenic routes and
regional links along former rail lines, the
coast as well as river corridors.

3.

Ensure that all new projects that include
open space consider the opportunity to
provide a trail corridor (i.e. foreshore
developments).

4.

Provide and promote trails that offer
different levels of physical challenge e.g.
stairs or hill climbs, suitable for mountain
bikes, suitable only for walking, suitable for
wheelchair users, suitable for dogs, suitable
for horses, etc.

5.

Complete the existing local trail plans and
add routes suggested by this plan.

Specific Separate issues papers have been prepared
on the following topics:
•

Off-road trails

•

Freedom Camping

•

Community meeting places/halls

•

Public toilets, and

•

Occupancy Agreements

An outline of the issues and recommendations from
these plans are summarised in this chapter.
In addition, the key issues of this plan include:
•

Sustainability of Sporting Infrastructure

•

Development of social/ family Recreation
spaces

•

Protection of landscape amenity, scenic
qualities and climate change adaption

6.

Promote and support trail events that
encourage tourism and physical activity.

•

Marketing and Information

7.

•

Engagement

Work with Parks and other groups to further
promote trails and future routes, highlighting
each trail's unique attributes as a point of
difference to attract visitors, amalgamate
existing trails information and produce a
single source of information. Provide
consistent wayfinding and signage, trails
markers and route information including
what activities they are suitable for.
Investigate creating a technological solution
to the provision of mapping and trail
information.

8.

Encourage volunteer involvement in the
development, maintenance and
management of trails.

9.

Include trail design recommendations /
regulations as part of the land development
policy.

10.

Where possible ensure all future trail
corridors are at least 10 metres wide and
include buffers and right of way on either
side of the trail and canopy trees within the
trail corridor

11.

Where possible light key trails in urban areas
e.g. along the river in Smithton.

12.

Ensure a suitable surface is used for
unsealed trails to manage risk and assist

6.1 Provision of off-road trails
Trails are the main form of recreation infrastructure
that can benefit everyone, regardless of age or
ability (walking running and cycling and other nonmotorised recreation). They can have a positive
impact on the health and wellbeing of the
community, as well as tourism. They can be used by
individuals for multiple activities and fitness levels,
as well as by clubs and groups and for events.
Council should support the development of regional
trails such as the Coastal Pathway as well as
incrementally develop a network of trails that
include localised circuits around towns and villages,
as well as park perimeter circuits around large
reserves in urban areas.
The coast, rivers, the network of former rail and
tramways and its potential connection to the airport
provides significant competitive advantage for the
region to develop trails.
It is common for local trails to be able to be
managed by user groups.
Recommendations: off road trails

1.

Consider trails as a priority type of recreation
infrastructure for all localities with visitor
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older people and those using mobility
devices.

6.2 Occupancy agreements for clubs
and user groups arrangements
This study found that some facilities were not used
to their capacity, and many clubs did not have
current agreements. Some facilities used by
sporting and community groups are on Crown and
community land so clubs don't have consistent
types of agreements to council facilities.
Facilities need to be programmed, marketed and
organisations that use them made sustainable. In
some cases, user groups have contributed capital to
facility development but had unrealistic
expectations about what that affords them.
There are many advantages of having current
agreements that encourage participation, sharing,
user contributions for development and allocate
roles that are practical for Council and users groups
to implement.
Recommendations: occupancy agreements
13.

Ensure all clubs and user groups have
occupancy agreements for the use of
community and sporting facilities and
reserves.

14.

A licence (an agreement for casual, seasonal
or annual use over 3-5 years) is the preferred
form of occupancy agreement as it retains
the asset in public ownership and encourages
sharing.

15.

Usage agreements shall require (and reward)
clubs and user groups for sharing. Facility
design should ensure sharing is practical.

16.

Agreements should be devised more like
service agreements than commercial leases
and set out: common objectives for the
facilities, specific responsibilities for grounds,
facilities and surrounds, and encourage use
especially by people less able to participate.

17.

The nature of agreements and conditions of
use should be consistent across all facilities
and require clubs to provide records of use
and member numbers per season.

18.

Council should negotiate with the Crown to
have consistent occupancy agreements for
community facilities on public land so that
they have the same type of agreement,
conditions and tenure.

19.

Utilise the process of managing agreements
to enhance communication between Council
and user groups to share information about
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demand, assist with growing participation
and facilitate club development.
20.

Organise discussion and networking
opportunities to share ideas and information
and aid sharing between user groups in each
season.

21.

Encourage clubs or peak bodies to make
capital contributions to the development of
facilities to: a) progress them to a higher
quality; or b) enable these to be developed
more quickly than otherwise possible; or c)
provide more specialised surfaces than a
community can otherwise afford.

22.

A standard capital contribution agreement
with a sunset clause should be struck with all
user groups willing to make a contribution to
a capital project.

23.

The capital contribution agreement should
include the date and amount contributed,
and may include in-kind contributions if work
is designed and project managed by Council.
In return for the assistance, a user group
should be offered a rental rebate for a
specified term commensurate to the amount
contributed. The agreement should
acknowledge that the facility's ownership
rests with the Council and sharing with other
users is required unless all costs associated
with the operation and replacement of the
infrastructure is the user group's
responsibility.

24.

An acknowledgement of a capital
contribution by a user group should be made
(i.e. a through a commemorative plaque
and/or naming).

25.

All users should pay a user fee that does not
discourage use.

26.

Fees should be the same for the same type
and quality of facility, regardless of the
location.

27.

Use should be allocated based on sessions,
not seasons, to encourage other users.

28.

User fees should reflect a proportion of costs
only related to that use (marginal cost).

29.

Club users of facilities should be subsidised
more than non-volunteer users.

30.

Give consideration to cost of facility hire
where users providing additional incentives
for broad range of participates eg masters,
juniors and all ability

31.

Indoor centres should be co-located with
schools and other facilities to enable cost
sharing, maximise occupancy and the
provision of a management presence and
programming to increase use and income.

32.

Consider alternative sustainable
Management Structures
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including way finding to ensure that signage
is clear, consistent, and compliant and toilets
facilities are clearly identifiable and convey a
unified brand.

6.3 Community infrastructure
provision and management
Public toilets
Councils provide public toilets to facilitate the use,
livability and amenity of an area for residents,
visitors and workers and support specific social and
physical activities that occur within a municipality.
Toilets make visitors feel welcome and enable them
to enjoy a place, as well as encourage people to
exercise and gather in public places. They facilitate
social connectedness, tourism and economic
growth and can help support an increasingly mobile
and 24-hour economy.
However public toilets are very expensive to
provide, and they are often subject to wilful damage
which makes them very expensive to manage.
In many cases, their siting has impacted on the
scenic qualities of their surroundings, and there is
considerable duplication of facilities when
commercial and not for profit organisations provide
them in strategic hubs where public toilets are
required.

40.

Prepare a standardised guide and
specification for signage of public toilets that
meets relevant Australian standards and is
clearfor people with vision impairment.

41.

Coordinate the development of one single
quality source of information on toilets, that
is mapped, and kept up to date and includes
some basic information.

42.

Ensure the design principles outlined in this
document are brought into all design
specifications for future toilets.

43.

Investigate and undertake a cost-benefit
analysis or adding the ability to remotely
open, close and lock all toilet facilities.

44.

Consider managing toilets with other
agencies and community organisations.

Stanley

Many public toilets are gender specific, and due
their age and design are no longer compliant orfitfor-purpose.

45.

Recommendations: public toilets

Smithton

33.

Adopt the siting and provision guidelines for
public toilets in the Issues Paper.

46.

34.

Ensure that all new toilets and all upgrades
considerthe principles of crime prevention
through environmental design.

Consider adding a toilet to Anthony's Beach
to support walkers and people exercising
dogs.

47.

Provide public access to a toilet in Smithton
Recreation Precinct/Sports Ground to serve
the skate park and athletics/tennis/netball
users.

35.

Use good lighting at all public toilets and use
sensor lights where possible.

36.

Ensure any future park toilets are positioned
on street frontages and not internally in
parks unless impractical due to the size of the
park and if provided in association with
specific facilities.

Consider the daylight access to a public toilet
in the Recreation Ground to encourage the
casual use of the reserve.

Forest
48.

Consider a suitable location for access to a
public toilet.

Green Point

37.

Each time a toilet is to be upgraded and
refurbished, ensure it is made more
accessible.

49.

38.

Encourage smart contemporary architectural
design of new public toilets accommodating
elements described in this strategy, including
some standard colour identifier so as they
are very easily identifiable as public toilets.

Halls and community meeting places

39.

Review and upgrade all directional and onbuilding signage relating to publictoilets

Provide more promotion, signage and
wayfinding to ensure Green Point toilets are
visible to residents and visitors.

Utilisation of community spaces
There are a number of halls and community
meeting places available for use in WW and CH.
Many are highly valued by the community and are
used for both local and regional activities.
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Some halls appearto be well used by community
groups for arts and crafts, meetings, dance, and
some small sporting and physical activities such as
indoor bowls. Others have limited use or are
exclusively used by some groups, but the occupancy
is very low.
As the population of some rural hamlets have
declined, so has the condition and functionality of
local halls, and use of these facilities has become
more limited. Some community meeting spaces,
however, are the only public facilities in the locality
and these may be more than 20 minutes from
towns.
It appears some community meeting places are
under-utilised and even though the cost of
community meeting spaces appears to be less than
approximately $20 per head, due to low use and the
probable cost to make buildings code complaint, it
may not be sustainable to retain all the current
community meeting spaces.
Nature of facilities and condition
These facilities vary in condition, quality and size,
and hence the nature of suitable activities also
varies. Some users said that facilities were not
accessible to people using mobility devices, or that
the condition of floors was poor, for example.
Some community facilities such as Stanley Town
Hall have historical significance and others local
cultural significance.
Appendix 5. lists the facilities used for community
meetings and group activities (excluding sports
facilities and schools). These include properties
owned or leased by the Crown and Council, private
halls (gospel/masonic, scout, guide and church
halls); community meeting rooms in conjunction
with fire stations; other centres used by community
groups, orfacilitiesthat may be used as polling
stations, for example.

there. This may help increase their use and provide
choice for local groups looking for spaces to use.
The lack of access to community facilities may be
constraining some activities or groups developing in
WW or CH. Council should seek to encourage
schools, sports clubs and churches who have halls
and space that may be suitable for arts, cultural and
sporting activities to allow their facilities to be used
and promoted for community meetings and
appropriate facilities.
Co-locating any additional community facilities with
other facilities for essential services for example,
such as fire sheds, should be considered.
Future rationalisation of facilities
if all the existing community meeting places are not
required, the Council could look to leasing the
buildings to the community or private enterprise
ratherthan selling the land now.
Before any community facilities are divested, it
would be desirable to have ensured all existing
public community meeting places have been
promoted and can be easily booked on line. Then,
likely use and cost of use can be clearly established.
There are some sporting facilities, schools and
churches across both Council areas that could be
used more by community groups and for
community gatherings. These should be explored.

Recommendations: community meeting places
50.

Create a directory of community spaces and
advertise their availability and suitability for
both community and commercial activities.

51.

Work in close collaboration with and
encourage schools, sports clubs and churches
who have halls and spaces that may be
suitable for arts, cultural and sporting
activities, to allow their facilities to be used
for community meetings and appropriate
activities. Include these in an inventory of
facilities available for community use and
advertise their availability.

52.

Implement a more effective booking and
management system forthe halls under
Council control. Additionally, the Council
should work with the willing current
providers of community halls to develop an
online booking system, advertise all halls for
hire (regardless of ownership) and promote
the activities conducted there.

Some halls used by community and sporting groups
are no longer in public ownership. Several are also
provided in association with fire stations.
Marketing and promotion
At present, there are limited ways to find halls or
community meeting places, except by word of
mouth or local knowledge, and only key facilities in
the main townships appearto be promoted.
Opportunities for community activities therefore
may not be realised.
The Council could collectively advertise all halls for
hire (regardless of ownership) and provide
information about the facilities - for example,
accessibility, and what activities are conducted
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53.

54.

Promote all halls, and sports facilities that
can be used for community activities, and
investigate other opportunities to use local
halls for cultural activities and events.
Ensure all sports club venues are available for
community use and that there is some
consistency in fees and charges to hire these,
based on the type of facility, size and quality
etc.

55.

Selectively upgrade the access into one large
community meeting place and any internal
toilet, in each locality. Promote the
accessible facilities to assist people when
choosing facilities.

56.

Following the promotion of community
facilities and the availability of a simple
booking system that enables the accurate
calculation of use, income and expenditure.
Opportunities to retain the public land but
either gift the building to the community
with the caveat that it be returned to Council
for disposal/rationalisation if required or
lease or sell the buildings for commercial /
private uses.

57.

58.

The CHC should seek to find suitable long
term options in Smithton and Stanley for
heritage preservation for Circular Head
Opportunities to retain public land but either
gift the building to the community with the
caveat that it be returned to Council for
disposal/rationalization if required or lease or
sell the building for commercial/private uses.

6.4 Development of social/family
recreation spaces
The provision of an equitable distribution of play
spaces has been a key plank in municipal open
space provision and residential subdivision since the
1960s.
However, these tend to be small and single
purpose, i.e. focusing on the needs of just young
children, and simple items of equipment. Today
public play spaces are of increasing importance
because of changing lifestyles, shrinking private
space and the increased awareness of the value of
play to childhood development, and for all children.
However, "playgrounds" typically don't meet the
needs of all families orthe increasing proportion of
people caring for grandchildren as well as people of
all ages and abilities.
Playgrounds are expensive to maintain because of
risk management, and typically they tend to have
low play value if they are primarily several items of
play equipment.
People of all ages, abilities and cultural backgrounds
need to play, and local parks should be designed to
include everyone.
This plan promotes the concept of providing
social/family recreation spaces instead of single
purpose play spaces. These will include social,
physical and environmental features designed for
the whole family to play not just young children.
These will typically include some play equipment
elements, grass area for kick and throw/games, a
path network, tables and seats, social or practice
sport facilities such as a hard court or hit-up wall,
cricket nets, etc. and natural elements, landscape
features and canopy trees.
This plan recommends the consolidation of smaller
playground equipment areas to more sustainable
social/ family recreation areas catering to people of
all ages and abilities. It does not propose separate
specialised facilities for people with a disability, but
assumes that all local facilities can be designed to
welcome people using mobility devices and prams
for example.
By providing a central social space where everyone
can access, see and interact with playmates,
siblings, family members or carers, and engage in
activity that may be table, path, nature or
interactive equipment-based, everyone can be
included in play without specialised equipment
provision.
District facilities will have higher levels of
inclusiveness and way-finding than a local space. If
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provided, a regional-level play space that can serve
the whole Council area and beyond would include
play equipment and support facilities for people
who have high support needs.
In future, residential subdivision design should not
provide pocket play parks, but larger more central
and prominent sites to serve larger areas. Some
existing play spaces in townships could be
consolidated into more strategic social /family
recreation parks that are more attractive to a wider
community.
Some additional areas of Smithton may need to be
serviced if and when further residential
development occurs -for example to the east or
west of Smithton. In villages, any growth should
encourage the development of one sporting and
community facility hub with a social/ family
recreation facility, rather than multiple smaller
parks.
A higher standard of landscape design, more natural
elements and loose materials are required in play
spaces and local parks to enhance play value, likely
use and well as amenity value. These will provide
better a return on investment and greater social,
economic and environmental benefits.
Is a regional or destination play space
something that Council can afford?
A destination or regional play space will require
significant levels of development including support
facilities as well as a high standard of maintenance
and servicing, which the Councils cannot currently
afford.
At this point, it may be a higher priority to develop a
selection of good quality and accessible play spaces
suitable for the whole family, and where necessary
consolidate small, and less prominent sites. These
will cost less to manage and will be more accessible
to more people without having to travel.
Recommendations: social /family recreation
areas

59.

Continue to enhance the social /family
recreation space on the western side of the
Duck River in Smithton.

60.

Within residential zones as development in
Circular Head continues seek to provide
strategically located social/family recreation
parks of 1 hectare within approx. 500m of
most houses to serve future generations.

61.

Investigate the development or
consolidation of other playgrounds as
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opportunities arise, or budget becomes
available, as identified in the locality analysis.
62.

Enhance the accessibility of social /family
recreation spaces to people with a disability
and older adults, in both areas.

6.5 Freedom Camping
The demand for camping, by local residents and
visitors (particularly older adults) is high in both
Waratah/Wynyard and Circular Head. Camping is
integral to the local lifestyle and plays to the
region's strength. Demand is, however seasonal,
and highly influenced by the weather.
Freedom Camping is camping in a self-sufficient
capacity. This style of camping involves using a
vehicle that enables the camper to be selfcontained for at least three days. Most freedom
campers use caravans, motor homes, camper
trailers or recreational vehicles with the capacity to
sustain themselves. Many freedom campers seek
low or no cost places to park overnight and
minimalist facilities. Freedom campers also stay in
campgrounds.
Within the Waratah/Wynyard and Circular Head
Region, there are disparate views about freedom
camping. Local traders see campers as a positive
boost for the local economy. Some residents view
camp users as free loading depositors of rubbish
taking advantage of their area, and degrading the
local environment.
Being a popular camping destination offers specific
challenges to any local government that has
commercial, Crown, Forestry and National Parks
campsites.
The Councils' own or manage some parcels of land
where camping is permitted or encouraged,
including campgrounds. Some of these are in
important strategic and valuable locations. It is
advisable that these campgrounds be retained in
public ownership. If the Councils do not wish to
manage these directly, then they could be leased to
operators that can manage the sites to Councils'
satisfaction to deliver a service that benefits users
and the local community. Alternatively, the land on
which the camp sites are located could be retained
for other recreation uses.
Camping encourages physical and social activity
and contributes to enhanced wellbeing, and it offers
affordable and healthy recreational opportunities
and environmental education. Camping can deliver
a good financial return and economic benefits to
destination communities.
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Even though there are clear economic benefits of
freedom camping the Councils do not consider they
can resource strategic planning, development or
management of campsites and do not wish to
influence or compete with the private sector or
parks in delivering camping.

adjacent to (within a km of) but not at the
same location as scenic attractions and
visitor destinations
in localities without campgrounds or
accommodation premises offering freedom
camping

The Councils' preferred role in camping is:
•

•

Regulate where camping and freedom
camping should occur.

•

To protect campground sites in public
ownership where these are situated on the
foreshore and in other scenic or important
strategic locations, including those leased to
private operators.

•

•

•

adjacent to a river or coastal foreshores, at
sites that don't conflict with public use

Not to directly operate camping grounds,
although Council may manage public land
where camping occurs.

not in a residential area
not in a park or reserve used for recreation for example, where children play, people
walk, picnic etc.
within easy access for and suitable for the
maneuvering of large vehicles, and not likely
to cause traffic congestion
on the hinterland side of any road along a
foreshore

Lease campgrounds to operators that can
manage sites to Councils' satisfaction and
deliver a service that benefits the users and
the local community.

not between the closest roadway and within
any view shed of a scenic headland, coast or
natural feature, historic or visitor destination

Promote camping and freedom camping
where this activity is sympathetic to
environmental values and is sustainable.

within a short walk or drive of a commercial
facility

Provide dump points if and where these are
deemed necessary

with a suitable surface for parking - (i.e. not
managed sports turf or in conservation areas)

The main issues for the Councils are how to:
•

•
•

manage and regulate freedom camping, as the
volume of recreation vehicles in some
locations, especially coastal communities
address parking on foreshore land that has
become a problem.
siting and design of freedom camping areas
due to the high scenic and potentially
environmentally significant locations sought
by campers

serviced by an off-road trail
already served by a dump point
not in a car park designated for boat trailers
or other non-self-contained vehicles in the
hours required
in townships in reasonable proximity to retail
areas, points of interest and amenities
66.

Consistent standard for signage of freedom
camping

Recommendations: freedom camping
63.

Encourage and promote camping as a
recreation activity that benefits the
community, in areas that are appropriate and
sustainable.

64.

Encourage the Cradle Coast Authority to
engage with National Parks, Forestry,
commercial providers and the crown, to
develop a model where camping facilities are
marketed, developed and managed
collectively, throughout the region.

65.

Identify selected suitable sites for Freedom
Camping
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Specify parking is only for vehicles that are
self-contained
Specify parking hours that minimise conflict
with other users: (for example after 9 pm and
before 7 am)
Restrict vehicles staying more than two
nights stay in the designated area.
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67.

68.

Review the strategic location of
campgrounds and freedom camping areas (in
conjunction with the Cradle Coast Authority,
National Parks and local tourism
associations) to ascertain whether or not
there are sufficient facilities, and in strategic
nodes, to provide benefits to the local
community.
Exclude prime foreshore, pedestrian and
scenic locations from freedom camping
areas, opting instead for areas that are close
by to, but do not obscure, attractions.

69.

Install signage to control the movement and
parking of camping vehicles.

70.

Investigate design options for select
designated car parks to make these more
functional for large camper vehicles.

71.

Implement a new management approach at
Montagu Recreation Area that encourages
more people to experience the space at an
increased price.

72.

Encourage local committee and clubs to
support freedom camping at select local halls
and recreation reserves

73.

Encourage campers to use local services by
locating dump and water points adjacent to
commercial outlets and service centres.

74.

Work with industry partners to promote
camping as a recreational activity, and
freedom camping, within the municipality
(regardless of land ownership).

75.

Wherever freedom camping is promoted,
outline the nearest available shops and
restaurants and the other attractions, and
utilise electronic media for promotional and
informational dissemination and regulatory
processes.

6.6 Development of sustainable
sporting venues
Consolidation and strategic development of
competition sporting venues
There are significant benefits of having a small
number of sporting precincts with multiple grounds
and shared support facilities -than having multiple
single grounds within each town.
Single Australian Rules football or cricket grounds
are not as cost effective to maintain or sustain in the
long term, as single grounds don't:
•

enable rotation of use to manage wear

•

provide flexibility to change with demand

•

address increasing standards for playing
infrastructure

•

maintain more viable clubs

•

provide adequate social and practice
facilities or offer opportunities for serving
informal recreation needs of the community
- and other secondary functions such as
social /family recreation, trails or relaxation

•

allow support facilities in the best location
to service the field

•

generate economies of scale in
maintenance

Multiple sports fields together are also good for
clubs. They reduce cost, improve logistics and
enable pathways for players from the foundation
level (to junior and club competition and the more
competitive, representative sides). For cost
effective management, the ratio of playing fields to
the number of support facilities should be more
than 2:1.
Larger facilities encourage larger more viable clubs
and better service, as well as social and non-club
community use.
One large area of continuous sports turf that can be
line marked anyway is better able to respond to
fluctuating demand for club sports over different
seasons, and a single ground.
Because most smaller communities i.e. villages in
Council areas cannot sustain multiple teams and a
football/ cricket club, most have merged with clubs
from adjacent towns and largely play at the main
grounds in Smithton and Stanley.
The equivalent of two Australian Rules orthree
soccer football pitches plus two netball courts (if for
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training only) is a desirable minimum footprint for a
sports park.
Where possible Council should consider developing
consolidated sporting facilities with one main
complex in Smithton and Stanley. In Smithton,
another site for the expansion of sport was
investigated as part of this program. However, the
scale of expansion required does not warrant the
provision of another location.
In additional further discussion with the High
School, about use of outdoor courts should be
pursued. In the smaller towns, opportunities may
arise for the future for the use of ovals not currently
required. If these are divested, it will be very difficult
to encourage new residents. It may be a better
option to considerthe alternative use orto lease the
facility to a community organisation if not required
for competition sport. (See also chapter on
acquisitions and disposals).

Appendix 8. provides some principles on designing
sustainable sports facilities.

6/09/19

Surface quality and cost of turf management
Poor drainage/ground conditions, the lack of lights
and inadequate facilities for females were common
issues raised about sports facilities. The cost of
maintenance and the quality turf is an issue in some
grounds because:
•

The lack of playing surface management
experience or resources of committees or
volunteers

•

Sprinkler system are not in ground or
automatic in all cases

•

Only one club in one season is maintaining
the grass

•

Some grounds are being used for equestrian
activities as well as team sports

The Council could facilitate sharing this expertise
between clubs, or the sports grounds and greens
requiring specialist turf management experience
being managed by one turf specialist employed by
the Council or contractor. Alternatively, a specific
turf consultant could be engaged to provide shared
training about enhancing and maintaining turf
quality on specific grounds that have different
conditions.
In many Councils sports fields are in drainage,
basins and old river beds, land-fill sites, etc. that
mean they are difficult to maintain in good
condition. This practice does not appear to be an
issue in Waratah-Wynyard and Circular Head,
however, in the consolidation of any facilities to
new sites, it is essential to consider land capability
issues before development, as it is expensive to
acquire land and large footprint sites available may
have encumbrances.

Co-located facilities and opportunities for people
other sports participants
Sports parks are typically some of the largest
footprint parks and sports facilities typically have a
greater sphere of influence than other parks they
are good locations for park perimeter trails and
social/family recreation areas. These complement
playing facilities and provide activities for families
supporting children in sport. They can also provide
opportunities for social and practice facilities that
serve informal recreation needs of the community
and hence should be accessible to the community.
If sports parks have these broader facilities that can
reduce the need for other parks close by they also
reduce the overall land take required to meet the
priority open space functions in any local area.
There are few options for free access basketball and
tennis courts. These are important for
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encouragement social activity among young people
and families to play with their children. Where
Council has hard courts one should be open for free
access outside hours used by clubs.
It should be noted that in other places there has
been a tendency for other community buildings to
be located on sports parks (because land is
expensive). The highest and best use of open space
is for sport and physical activity. It should not be
seen as cheap land for other community facilities.
However existing pavilions and sports clubs should
be used for community meetings and local
programs and activities. The most important facility
on a sports park is the playing surface. All support
facilities should be sited adjacent to the street
verge, and where possible car parks should be off
site. Some sports parks have separate fenced areas
and separate club rooms. Multiple club rooms
should be discouraged as are multiple big buildings
on reserves. These should where possible, be
consolidated under one building envelope.
Redesign of ageing infrastructure may provide an
opportunity to enhance layout, encouraging sharing
and social use, and provide for a greater range of
users and opportunities at sports parks.
Replacement facilities can be more female and
family friendly, include all people regardless of
ability and more energy efficient and easy to
maintain.
Many sports reserves could accommodate
additional canopy trees around the verges and
provide shade. Residents reported this as one of the
main features of reserves sought after and not well
provided.
There are sports facilities in the Council areas on
private land or land not in Council's control.

As the business of these rinks and green sports
change it will be more difficult for small clubs to
survive and providing opportunities for facilities to
be utilised more and continue to provide a valuable
service should be considered as well as the benefits
they provide of retaining the open space they are
located on.
Partnerships with schools
There are several opportunities to develop facilities
with schools. There are a number of benefits of
community and school partnerships:
Joint developments of facilities on school land, or
adjacent to schools, reduce duplication of public
facilities and reduce the cost of maintenance.

Where schools have indoor courts and fields these
are not generally utilised after 5.30pm on week days
and on the weekends. Therefore, when clubs need
facilities most, school facilities are not being used
by schools.
In many instances schools do not have the skills and
resources to manage their outdoor playing fields to
a high standard. Some schools have developed
partnerships where Council maintain school sport
fields in return for community access, providing
better guality fields for school. Councils may be
able to maintain one more field at little cost
because of economies of scale.
Having sports facilities at schools can encourage
clubs to communicate and develop relationships
with schools. Students are the main market for
sports clubs and therefore these relationships
provide opportunities for clubs to recruit and
develop new players and prevent some talented
students from being lost to sport. Clubs can provide
important skills, training and development
opportunities for small schools.
Schools value the income from sports clubs to assist
with asset management and equipment.
The Department of Education has been very
supportive of joint developments, with successful
projects in other Councils such as Clarence and
Sorell for example.
Management Structure
The two Councils have very different management
systems with respect to sport facilities.
In Circular Head sports facilities are managed by
Committees. In Wynyard Waratah most sports
facilities are managed centrally by Council except
those leased directly from the Crown.
There are benefits of clubs and users managing
facilities directly such as encouraging greater
ownership and effort by users. However, there may
be an over-reliance on volunteers, and some tasks
that require high levels of expertise, or where
economies of scale through management may be
possible (such as playing surface management)
may be better allocated to Council. Also some
inconsistencies with pricing, encouraging use by
other groups, and general management practices
may develop under self-management.
At present most users said Circular Head
Committees work well, except those who said
multiple committees on the one reserve don't work
well and that users should not have to pay for use
because of facilities are managed by volunteers.
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In future some responsibilities such as playing
surfaces management could be shared across the
Councils and a consistency in occupancy
agreements should be sought.

6.7 Protection of landscape amenity,
scenic qualities and climate
change adaption

Recommendations: sustainable sports facilities

Landscape character and amenity, scenic
qualities

76.

77.

78.

79.

Continue to develop sporting precincts with
multiple grounds and facilities and shared
support facilities.
Consider supporting clubs and committees
by providing playing surface management
expertise on a shared basis for multiple
sports facilities across both Councils.
Consider opportunities to encourage more
social and casual community uses and
programmed activities and community
meetings in sports facilities.
Where possible provide a shared perimeter
path for exercise and social family recreation
areas in conjunction with sporting
infrastructure.

80.

Where possible consolidate separate support
facilities such as clubrooms, canteen and
storage etc. into one building envelope and
locate on the perimeter of playing fields to
allow more space for playing fields and other
open space features.

81.

Where possible negotiate access to school
facilities for community or club use and
explore partnership opportunities with
schools for collocate or develop shared
facilities.

82.

Explore the use of the Smithton High School
outdoor courts by clubs.

83.

Implement the actions recommend under
occupancy agreements in this plan.

84.

Be aware of management structure changes
to support sustainable facility management.

The landscape and scenic quality of the towns in CH
contribute significantly to the tourism industry and
the economic development of the region, as well as
liveability and resident's sense of and pride of place.
There are some sections of the coastline that are
not in public ownership and are key borrowed
landscapes that towns rely on for their landscape
character.
Protecting scenic quality, view sheds around the
headlands, rivers and coasts corridors and iconic
features (for example Stanley environs, and the
ridgetops/ hills above Smithton and Stanley will be
important for economic development.
Desirably the Council should retain all coasts and
headlands in public ownership and in potential
developments retail a generous public land corridor
depending on activities. (This should include an
absolute minimum of 30 m plus any bufferfor
climate change adaption and from other land uses,
and an allowance for trees.
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Temperature
Climate change adaption
There are a number of implications of climate
change that may impact on the sustainability and
use of sport and recreation facilities. These are
discussed below:2
Extreme sea level events, and sea level rise and
storm surge
High water events causing coastal inundation come
from a combination of sea level, tide, storm surge
and wind waves.
In Tasmania, the northern coast has the smallest
projected sea level rise, which is close to the global
average.
Potential sea level and storm surge changes may
increase the vulnerability of infrastructure along
river and coastal foreshores. Also, the provision of
new infrastructure out of the major risk zone can
provide a disconnect between existing and future
infrastructure and mean economies of scale through
colocation are not able to be capitalised on..
There is a highertidal range on the north coast of
Tasmania, and lowertidal ranges on the west coast
(approximately lm). Changes to storm surges by
the end of the century are projected to increase
under the higher emissions scenario to around 2.42
m at Stanley and 1.37 m on the west coast.
The Council is fortunate that many of its sports
grounds are not on the coast or subject to
inundation as many other Councils. However, there
may in increased liability risks to the Council if
Council maintained sports grounds or open spaces
develop new risks from impacts of inundation or
drought e.g. cracks, bare patches, trip hazards,
potholes.

By 2ioo, Tasmania's temperature is projected to
rise by up to 2.g°C under the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)'s 'high emissions'
scenario.
The occurrence of hot summer days and heat waves
is also projected to increase. The largest projected
increases in extreme temperature are to occur in the
spring and autumn months, with increases of
greater than 4°C. The number of heat waves (where
maximum temperatures exceed 28°C for more than
three consecutive days), is projected to increase
progressively overthe coming decades to twice per
year on average. This frequency of heatwaves is
approximately fourtimes more frequent than what
is currently experienced.
The key implications of increased temperature for
the Council are:
•

the increased demand for water-based
recreation

•

there will be a need for shade, and
potentially irrigation in select parks

•

the benefits of additional tree planting in
open space and streetscapes, and
implication forthe management of sports
turf and demand for water.

•

the potential increase in frequency and
intensity of bushfires which may have a
continuing effect on the ancient forests, air
and water quality and the quality and
useability of the parks for recreation, as well
as the cost of management

Because of the temperate rise projected is small,
heat stress for players are not likely to change
significantly.

The Councils have some toilets and playgrounds
close to river and coastal foreshores, and these may
be vulnerable to coastal inundation or erosion.
Coastal erosion and inundation may provide a risk
of the reduction in utility of coastal buffer zones in
protecting adjoining properties from coastal erosion
in some areas. These provide an increasing
likelihood of the inundation of access paths,
carparks and low-lying reserves, failures in low-lying
sewerage systems and associated infrastructure due
to inundation, and severance and damage to of
access roads and trail to and through open spaces,
especially those along the rivers and coast.
2 Local climate profile Circular Head Municipality. ACE Not
dated.
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Tasmanian surface waters could warm by another
2 to 3°C by 2070. The increase in surface water
temperature may have an implication for
recreational fishing.
Changing rainfall and runoff
Tasmania experienced a downward trend in rainfall
over the period 1970 to 1990 and this has continued.
The largest changes in Tasmanian rainfall have been
observed in autumn. The North West coast
experienced the greatest reduction in Tasmania
overten years of minus 50 mm. This may impact on
some species of vegetation, the survival rate of
existing trees after subdivision, maintenance
regimes for sports turf and the aesthetics of
unirrigated parkland.
Changes are expected to the frequency and severity
of extreme weather events. The events in 2016
reinforce this. Rainfall intensity and associated
flooding is projected to increase across Tasmania,
with longer dry periods in between heavy
downpours.
Other changes
Tasmania can expect other changes as a result in
climate change including an increase in relative
humidity, a reduction in the incidence of frost, a
modest increase in wind risk, and an increase of
solar radiation. These are not likely to have
significant impacts on sport and recreation.
Recommendations: landscape amenity and
climate change adaption
85.

Acquire/ take foreshores and ridgelines not in
public ownership, in the long term as part of
development contributions.

86.

Introduce relevant planning controls/ policies
to prevent inappropriate development in
iconic, coast and river foreshore locations.

87.

Ensure developments in strategic locations
such as those above do not impact
negatively on the aesthetics and landscape
character of the area.

88.

89.

90.

Protect iconic landscapes and those
providing important contributions to
residential community, through landscape
overlays, etc.
Further investigate issues associated with
open space and sports facility management,
to adapt to climate change.
Consider the vulnerability of foreshores to
the impact of climate change in the ongoing
development of infrastructure.

91.

Consider a strategy for tree planting as part
of broader landscape development planning

6.8 Marketing and information
Councils have a role in providing parks and sporting
and recreation facilities but also in promoting their
use and value. Marketing and education is a key role
for Councils to ensure that a good return is made
from its investment in open space and sporting
facilities.
To increase participation, people need to be aware
of opportunities, have a choice to find specific
facilities that meet their needs and to motivate
people to use those available.
Promotion can be done simply, indirectly through
online communication, and through signage, but
also actively through programming activities such
as walks, in reserves, and encouraging events.
A lack of information or knowledge about where to
go for some activities is one reason residents gave
during the consultation for not using facilities.
Some residents said more promotion of indoor
facilities and trails, and the history of towns, as well
as the production of more pamphlets to encourage
locals and visitors to do activities and tours, etc. was
needed.
Access to good information means that residents
and visitors have choice, and can make well
informed decisions about what to do and where to
go. This applies particularly to those with specific
needs, such as:
•

physical accessibility of facilities

•

those who need toilets and shelters

•

specific age groups (e.g. pre-schoolers,
teenagers)

•

users with dogs

•

places accessible from an off-road shared
trail that young people and older adults can
access safely

The Council could seek the assistance from users to
identify where infrastructure needs repair.
Signs encouraging residents to provide comment
and attend activities or provide feedback on the
condition of facilities would also be beneficial.
As more people come to live in the region from
other places, more Council information should be
directed at new residents. This information would
also services organisations and visitor's needs, and
those seeking venues for events. Information should
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include where community meeting places are that
can be hired, where activities and different sports
are provided and what functions and landscape
setting type parks have.
Council could also promote the benefits of parks
physical and social recreation activities - especially
for older adults as these may not be widely known.
The inventory prepared for this project could be
developed into a live directory of parks and be
linked to Council's GIS so that people can view parks
and facilities by function and landscape setting type
for example, via a web browser. Promoting the
function of each reserve will assist in ensuring
community expectations for each aligns with their
capability.
There are opportunities to diversify the nature and
use of current information including taking
advantage of social technologies and mobile
devices. A wide range of information off-site and
on-site is required to encourage appropriate use,
and access to this information needs to be easy for
different types of people. As further trail networks
develop, access to maps of trails, and wayfinding on
site, as to the destination of trails would be
beneficial.

Recommendation: marketing and information

92.

Continue to work closely and communicate
with clubs, peak bodies and user groups in
the planning, development, management
and promotion of facilities and events.

93.

Provide up to date information on key
contacts in Council to all clubs and users, and
at facilities.

94.

Provide and advertise a directory of all
community meeting places, parks, sporting
facilities available for hire in formats
accessible to all people.

95.

Promote routes and trails for walking and
cycling including those accessible to people
using mobility devices.

96.

Encourage regular activities to enhance
communication between clubs, users of
facilities and the Council.

97.

Include more information about the history
of facilities and places of interest in any
promotional information.

98.

Promote the benefits of parks, physical and
social recreation activities

99.

Encourage users to report issues and damage
to infrastructure in open space and facilities.

Council information and communication
During this project, a number of clubs said that they
would like more information about: who to contact
in Council for different issues such as insurance,
funding, maintenance and repairs to infrastructure,
occupancy agreements, fees and the possibility of
running events.
Clubs also said that opportunities to meet and
network with other clubs to discuss sharing, events
and opportunities would be valuable, especially for
clubs of the same sports code.
Networking should also be extended to clubs who
are not on Council or public land. On matters of
policy such as occupancy agreements and fee
structures, ongoing engagement with clubs is
required to ensure clubs have a clear understanding
of costs, the principles that apply to the
management of public land and roles and
responsibilities.

6.9 Acquisition and the disposal of
open space
Issues raised in relation to acquisition and
disposal of sites
During this plan preparation, several issues were
discussed about the acquisition and disposable of
open space and community infrastructure. These
were:

More regular communication between clubs, users
of facilities and Council is recommended.
Both clubs and staff said that there is a need to
develop more of a partnership approach with clubs
and peak bodies to develop a mutual understanding
about management and costs for example, and
more collaboration with clubs to plan, prioritise
works and build trust, and this needs to be ongoing.
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Some sporting sites need investment and
are in locations where which may have high
value for housing. If they could be sold, then
the proceeds of sale could fund the new
development.
Some sites / and community infrastructure
are not well used and they are costing the
Council more than the value they provide.
Some are suggested for rationalisation or
disposal, however, in some cases these are
the only public asset in that hamlet.
There are some sites in CH previously
owned by Council which have been
transferred to the community. Some of
these are used for community sport and
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freedom camping. However, it was
suggested that some are not kept in a good
condition and that the nature of use and
pricing may not be consistent with other
public facilities.
The site inspections also determined that there are
some areas on the fringe of Smithton that will need
additional open space should there be additional
residential developments in these locations.
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•

•

•

Potential Acquisitions
Strategies other than purchasing a site, to address a
gap or shortage may include another means of
securing access to a site or facility including:
1.

2.

34-

5-

6.

7-

Expanding and or embellishing an
existing open space to become fit-forpurpose for the desired function.
Securing access to, or across, another
site by leasing a parcel of Crown or
private land or utilising a closed road,
easement or the verge of a road reserve
for access
Extending an existing reserve through
securing an adjoining parcel of land.
Work with the Crown or a school to
develop or utilise an existing public site
not in Council's management
Changing the use of an existing open
space or community facility to replace an
ageing or unsustainable asset.
Acquiring a new parcel of land as an
open space contribution, if the land is
subject to a subdivision as a future
residential, commercial or industrial
development, for example.
Seeking the transfer of a surplus parcel
of public land at no cost.

•

•

•

•

Land is a valuable community resource that
may be redeveloped, occupied for potentially
good return until it is required to suit new needs
The sale of open space is not a good way of
revenue raising especially for small capital
projects - which may be more easily sought
through grants.
Relatively marginal or small open space areas
are not likely to net a good return when likely
size, location, the cost of assessment, clean up,
remediation, preparation for sale, fencing,
decontamination, rezoning, valuation, legal and
transfer fees, advertising and sale costs are
taken into account, very little may be recouped
from a sale.
If the space was taken as an open space
contribution during subdivision, then it would
need to be replaced.
It is impossible to know what future change will
occur in the population and what recreation
activities will be required.
The long-term future needs for the open space
and community infrastructure, should be
considered before any sale.
If an asset that is not in a good condition and
isn't marketed, the full potential for use (and
potential benefits) will not be known.

Assessment criteria
Decisions to dispose of public land should be
considered and assessed against the following
criteria:
1.

2.

3-

Potential disposals
Having a low value asset does not necessarily
suggest it is best to divest the land.
A combination of development or change in use,
better maintenance, and promotion may enhance
the return on investment. Also, the sale of the asset
may not be the best strategy because:

456.
7-

•

•

Community expectations and knowledge of the
benefits of open space, sport and recreation are
increasing, and it is often difficult to replace
open space, and costly to purchase land for a
community facility is there is no public land
Land prices are relatively low at present and will
increase. Hence it may be easy to give a way an
asset that will increase in value, for limited
return.
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Is the land proposed for disposal identified
in an Open Space Strategy?
How will disposal affect public open space
opportunities in the local area?
What contribution does the land current
make to the public open space network?
Environmental, conservation or
biodiversity values of significance.
Historical and cultural values of
significance.
Impacts on adjacent land, including
activities undertaken on adjacent land.
Any conditions attached to the land when
it was purchased, acquired or gifted to
Council.
Any encumbrances associated with the
land (e.g. flood mitigation, drainage,
easements, underground utilities etc).
Can the land be rezoned to be use (is it
compatible with adjacent land use zones?
Will the benefits of disposing of the land
outweigh the costs of retaining the land?
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11.

Is the net market return on the land
sufficient to fund improvements to the
public open space network?

12.

Are there other issues identified by Council
Policy?

Recommendations: Acquiring and disposing of
open space
100.

Before contemplating sale or transfer of
community land consider options.
Assets of low value should be promoted and
users engaged to ascertain their current
value and alternatives
Expressions of interest, and potential
commercial uses of sites should be explored

101.

104.

Secure a public corridor along the Duck River
on both sides.
Continue to develop trails along the river and
extend these to include a series of circuits'
connection community, recreation and
sporting facilities and the CBD as well as the
foreshore in the long term.

105.

Complete the Smithton Eastern foreshore
project.

106.

Develop the Tier Hill / Massey Street Lookout
as a social/family recreation space and a
circuit trail to connect with the foreshore
trail.

107.

Continue to develop trails as tree-lined
circuits around the town, to, and along
waterway foreshores.

108.

Options for gifting or relocation of the
building should be considered preferable to
selling the land.

Retain the area of Council land in Grant
Street(considered as a future sportsground)

109.

Funds derived from the disposal of public
open space should be allocated in line with
community needs, and an adopted Strategy
or Plan.

Close the road that runs through the Wedge
Street Park and develop this park further for
a range of social/family play activities and
with enhanced landscape amenity.

110.

Consider developing a circuit of mountain
bike and ATV trails in the Briant Hill Nature
Reserve, or another forested site in the
vicinity of Smithton

in.

Secure access to the beach from Smithton to
the mouth of the Duck River by causeway or
land, for a long term trail development.

112.

Investigate the former trail and tramway
routes around Smithton for walking and
cycling, in the long term.

7 Key recommendations by
locality
The following pages provide the recommendations
for the main localities in the municipal area.
Discussion about each locality is provided in the
separate volume: Locality Analysis. Maps showing
the primary open space function and landscape
setting types, facilities and catchment of open
spaces are provided separately to this document.

7.2 Forest

7.1 Smithton

The key recommendations of this plan for Forest
are:

Recommendations: Forest

Recommendations: Smithton
The key recommendations of this plan for Smithton
are:
102.

103.

113. Consider public access to a bus shelter within
an existing facility.

Consider future use of Anzac Park further as
a town and memorial park, and utilise for
cultural events.

7.3 Stanley

Improve facilities for netball/tennis, athletics
and skating at the Smithton Recreation
Reserve, including those that encourage
casual use.

The key recommendations of this plan for Stanley
are:

Recommendations: Stanley
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Continue to develop the recreation ground in
line with the proposed master plan to
upgrade ageing infrastructure. Extend
indoor uses, enhance functionality,
sustainability and informal use by residents
and visitors.

115.

Enhance the prominence of the recreation
ground by developing better connections
from the highway to the reserve,
undertaking landscape works along the main
entryway streets to the recreation ground
and also from Tatlows Beach.

116.

Protect public access along the foreshore
and the former rail reserves, for the future
development of trails.

117.

Incrementally develop a network of trails and
provide canopy trees along these. Extend the
trail along the Wharf- with careful design.

118.

Consider options for heritage preservation in
Stanley.

124.

Work with State government and
landholders to ensure in the long term there
is a public foreshore reserve along the coast.

125.

Work with State government to selectively
identify key access points to the beach
around Green / West Point and Preminghana
(Mt Cameron) for vehicles and pedestrians to
provide access to key surf spots, lookouts,
campgrounds, boat launching areas and
walks. Sign post designated entries and trails
and consolidate other trails.

126. Work with State government and investigate
the need for additional boat launching areas
at West Point and Couta Rocks,
Preminghana (Mount Cameron) West and
Sundown Point.
127.

Develop a plan for future use and potential
consolidation of facilities at Marrawah and
Redpa.

128.

Provide more promotion, signage and
wayfinding to ensure Green Point toilets are
visible to residents and visitors.

119. Continue to plant trees in the verges of
streets across the town to enhance
landscape amenity and encourage more
people to walk and cycle.
120.

Consider providing a roadway from the main
road along the western boundary of the
Recreation Ground to create a better
interface from which any adjacent
developments would overlook the grounds,
and enhance public surveillance.

121.

In any future redevelopment or sale of the
caravan park, retain open space areas for
tent camping and ensure public access along
the foreshore is retained. Review the current
master plan for Kings Park.

122.

Review infrastructure at HA Lane Memorial
Lookout.

123.

Consider the daylight access to a public toilet
in the Recreation Ground to encourage more
casual use of the reserve.

129. Consider provision of playing surface
management assistance to the local
committee to maintain the oval in a good
condition.
130.

Promote the development of an adventure
tourism recreation plan for the Tarkine
through the Destination Action Plan.

7.4 Marrawah Recommendations:
Marrawah and Environs
The key recommendations of this plan for
Marrawah/Redpa/Arthur
River/Woolnorth/Montagu/Togari/Brittons
are:

Swamp
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8 Implementation
8.1 List of recommendations
Recommendations: off road trails
1.

21

Consider trails as a priority type of recreation infrastructure for all localities
with visitor accommodation, scenic or heritage attractions and urban
21

settlements.
2.

Continue to negotiate with property owners to secure rights of way or
access around private land along key trail routes such as Stanley to
Smithton, key scenic routes and regional links along former rail lines, the
21

coast as well as river corridors.
3.

Ensure that all new projects that include open space consider the
opportunity to provide a trail corridor (i.e. foreshore developments).

4.

21

Provide and promote trails that offer different levels of physical challenge
e.g. stairs or hill climbs, suitable for mountain bikes, suitable only for
walking, suitable for wheelchair users, suitable for dogs, suitable for horses,
21

etc.
5.

Complete the existing local trail plans and add routes suggested by this
21

plan.
6.

Promote and support trail events that encourage tourism and physical
21

activity.
7.

Work with Parks and other groups to further promote trails and future
routes, highlighting each trail's unique attributes as a point of difference to
attract visitors, amalgamate existing trails information and produce a single
source of information. Provide consistent wayfinding and signage, trails
markers and route information including what activities they are suitable for.
Investigate creating a technological solution to the provision of mapping
21

and trail information.
8.

Encourage volunteer involvement in the development, maintenance and
21

management of trails.

9.

Include trail design recommendations / regulations as part of the land
21

development policy.
10. Where possible ensure all future trail corridors are at least 10 metres wide
and include buffers and right of way on either side of the trail and canopy

21

trees within the trail corridor
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11. Where possible light key trails in urban areas e.g. along the river in
21

Smithton.
12. Ensure a suitable surface is used for unsealed trails to manage risk and assist
older people and those using mobility devices.

21

Recommendations: occupancy agreements

22

13. Ensure all clubs and use groups have occupancy agreements for the use of
22

community and sporting facilities and reserves.
14. A licence (an agreement for casual, seasonal or annual use over 3-5 years) is
the preferred form of occupancy agreement as it retains the asset in public
ownership and encourages sharing.

22

15. Usage agreements shall require (and reward) clubs and user groups for
sharing. Facility design should ensure sharing is practical.

22

16. Agreements should be devised more like service agreements than
commercial leases and set out: common objectives for the facilities, specific
responsibilities for grounds, facilities and surrounds, and encourage use
especially by people less able to participate.

22

17. The nature of agreements and conditions of use should be consistent across
all facilities and require clubs to provide records of use and member
numbers per season.

22

18. Council should negotiate with the Crown to have consistent occupancy
agreements for community facilities on public land so that they have the
same type of agreement, conditions and tenure.

22

19. Utilise the process of managing agreements to enhance communication
between Council and user groups to share information about demand, assist
with growing participation and facilitate club development.

22

20. Organise discussion and networking opportunities to share ideas and
information and aid sharing between user groups in each season.

23

21. Encourage clubs or peak bodies to make capital contributions to the
development of facilities to: a) progress them to a higher quality; or b)
enable these to be developed more quickly than otherwise possible; or c)
provide more specialised surfaces than a community can otherwise afford.

23

22. A standard capital contribution agreement with a sunset clause should be
struck with all user groups willing to make a contribution to a capital project. 23
23. The capital contribution agreement should include the date and amount
contributed, and may include in-kind contributions if work is designed and
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project managed by Council. In return for the assistance, a user group
should be offered a rental rebate for a specified term commensurate to the
amount contributed. The agreement should acknowledge that the facility's
ownership rests with the Council and sharing with other users is required
unless all costs associated with the operation and replacement of the
23

infrastructure is the user group's responsibility.
24. An acknowledgement of a capital contribution by a user group should be
made (i.e. a through a commemorative plaque and/or naming).
25. All users should pay a user fee that does not discourage use.

23
23

26. Fees should be the same for the same type and quality of facility, regardless
23

of the location.
27. Use should be allocated based on sessions, not seasons, to encourage other

23

users.
28. User fees should reflect a proportion of costs only related to that use

23

(marginal cost).
29. Club users of facilities should be subsidised more than non-volunteer users.

23

30. Give consideration to cost of facility hire where users providing additional
incentives for broad range of participates eg masters, juniors and all ability

23

31. Indoor centres should be co-located with schools and other facilities to
enable cost sharing, maximise occupancy and the provision of a
management presence and programming to increase use and income.
32. Consider alternative sustainable Management Structures
Recommendations: public toilets

23
23
24

33. Adopt the siting and provision guidelines for public toilets in the Issues
24

Paper.
34. Ensure that all new toilets and all upgrades consider the principles of crime

24

prevention through environmental design.
35. Use good lighting at all public toilets and use sensor lights where possible.

24

36. Ensure any future park toilets are positioned on street frontages and not
internally in parks unless impractical due to the size of the park and if
24

provided in association with specific facilities.
37. Each time a toilet is to be upgraded and refurbished, ensure it is made more

24

accessible.
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38. Encourage smart contemporary architectural design of new public toilets
accommodating elements described in this strategy, including some standard
colour identifier so as they are very easily identifiable as public toilets.

24

39. Review and upgrade all directional and on-building signage relating to
public toilets including way finding to ensure that signage is clear,
consistent, and compliant and toilets facilities are clearly identifiable and
convey a unified brand.

24

40. Prepare a standardised guide and specification for signage of public toilets
that meets relevant Australian standards and is clear for people with vision
impairment.

24

41. Coordinate the development of one single quality source of information on
toilets, that is mapped, and kept up to date and includes some basic
information.

24

42. Ensure the design principles outlined in this document are brought into all
design specifications for future toilets.

24

43. Investigate and undertake a cost-benefit analysis or adding the ability to
remotely open, close and lock all toilet facilities.

24

44. Consider managing toilets with other agencies and community organisations. 24
Stanley24

45. Consider the daylight access to a public toilet in the Recreation Ground to
encourage the casual use of the reserve.

24

Smithton2Zj

46. Consider adding a toilet to Anthony's Beach to support walkers and people
exercising dogs.

24

47. Provide public access to a toilet in Smithton Recreation Precinct/Sports
Ground to serve the skate park and athletics/tennis/netball users.

24

Forest 24

48. Consider a suitable location for access to a public toilet.
Green Point

24
24

49. Provide more promotion, signage and wayfinding to ensure Green Point
toilets are visible to residents and visitors.
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Recommendations: community meeting places

25

50. Create a directory of community spaces and advertise their availability and
suitability for both community and commercial activities.

25

51. Work in close collaboration with and encourage schools, sports clubs and
churches who have halls and spaces that may be suitable for arts, cultural
and sporting activities, to allow their facilities to be used for community
meetings and appropriate activities. Include these in an inventory of facilities
available for community use and advertise their availability.

25

52. Implement a more effective booking and management system for the halls
under Council control. Additionally, the Council should work with the willing
current providers of community halls to develop an online booking system,
advertise all halls for hire (regardless of ownership) and promote the
25

activities conducted there.
53. Promote all halls, and sports facilities that can be used for community
activities, and investigate other opportunities to use local halls for cultural

26

activities and events.
54. Ensure all sports club venues are available for community use and that there
is some consistency in fees and charges to hire these, based on the type of

26

facility, size and quality etc.
55. Selectively upgrade the access into one large community meeting place and
any internal toilet, in each locality. Promote the accessible facilities to assist

26

people when choosing facilities.

56. Following the promotion of community facilities and the availability of a
simple booking system that enables the accurate calculation of use, income
and expenditure Opportunities to retain the public land but either gift the
building to the community with the caveat that it be returned to Council for
disposal/rationalisation if required or lease or sell the buildings for
26

commercial / private uses.
57. The CHC should seek to find suitable long term options in Smithton and

26

Stanley for heritage preservation for Circular Plead
58. Opportunities to retain public land but either gift the building to the
community with the caveat that it be returned to Council for
disposal/rationalization if required or lease or sell the building for

26

commercial/private uses.
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Recommendations: social /family recreation areas

27

59. Continue to enhance the social /family recreation space on the western side
of the Duck River in Smithton.

27

60. Within residential zones as development in Circular head continues seek to
provide strategically located social/family recreation parks of 1 hectare within
27

approx. 500m of most houses to serve future generations.
61. Investigate the development or consolidation of other playgrounds as
opportunities arise, or budget becomes available, as identified in the locality

27

analysis.
62. Enhance the accessibility of social /family recreation spaces to people with a

27

disability and older adults, in both areas.
Recommendations: freedom camping

28

63. Encourage and promote camping as a recreation activity that benefits the
community, in areas that are appropriate and sustainable.

28

64. Encourage the Cradle Coast Authority to engage with Parks, Forestry,
commercial providers and the Crown, to develop a model where camping
facilities are marketed, developed and managed collectively, throughout the

28

region.
65. Identify selected suitable sites for freedom camping

28

66. Consistent standard for signage of freedom camping

28

67. Review the strategic location of campgrounds and freedom camping areas
(in conjunction with the Cradle Coast Authority, Parks and local tourism
associations) to ascertain whether or not there are sufficient facilities, and in
strategic nodes, to provide benefits to the local community.

29

68. Exclude prime foreshore, pedestrian and scenic locations from freedom
camping areas, opting instead for areas that are close by to, but do not

29

obscure, attractions.

69. Install signage to control the movement and parking of camping vehicles.

29

70. Investigate design options for select designated car parks to make these

29

more functional for large camper vehicles.

71. Implement a new management approach at Montagu Recreation Area that
encourages more people to experience the space at an increased price.

29

72. Encourage local committee and clubs to support freedom camping at select

29

local halls and recreation reserves
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73. Encourage campers to use local services by locating dump and water points

29

adjacent to commercial outlets and service centres.
74. Work with industry partners to promote camping as a recreational activity,
and Freedom camping, within the municipality (regardless of land

29

ownership).
75. Wherever freedom camping is promoted, outline the nearest available shops
and restaurants and the other attractions, and utilise electronic media for
promotional and informational dissemination and regulatory processes.
Recommendations: sustainable sports facilities

29
32

76. Continue to develop sporting precincts with multiple grounds and facilities
32

and shared support facilities.
77. Consider supporting clubs and committees by providing playing surface
management expertise on a shared basis for multiple sports facilities across

32

both Councils.
78. Consider opportunities to encourage more social and casual community uses
and programmed activities and community meetings in sports facilities.

32

79. Where possible provide a shared perimeter path for exercise and social
family recreation areas in conjunction with sporting infrastructure.

32

80. Where possible consolidate separate support facilities such as clubrooms,
canteen, storage etc. into one building envelope and locate on the perimeter
of playing fields to allow more space for playing fields and other open space
32

features.
81. Where possible negotiate access to school facilities for community or club
use and explore partnership opportunities with schools for collocate or

32

develop shared facilities.
82. Explore the use of the Smithton High School outdoor courts by clubs.

32

83. Implement the actions recommend under occupancy agreements in this
32

plan.
84. Be aware of management structure changes to support sustainable facility

32

management.
Recommendations: landscape amenity and climate change adaption

34

85. Acquire/ take foreshores and ridgelines not in public ownership, in the long
34

term as part of development contributions.
86. Introduce relevant planning controls/ policies to prevent inappropriate
development in iconic, coast and river foreshore locations.
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87. Ensure developments in strategic locations such as those above do not
impact negatively on the aesthetics and landscape character of the area.

34

88. Protect iconic landscapes and those providing important contributions to
residential community, through landscape overlays, etc.

34

89. Further investigate issues associated with open space and sports facility
management, to adapt to climate change.

34

90. Consider the vulnerability of foreshores to the impact of climate change in
the ongoing development of infrastructure.

34

91. Consider a strategy for tree planting as part of broader landscape
development planning

34

Recommendation: marketing and information

35

92. Continue to work closely and communicate with clubs, peak bodies and user
groups in the planning, development, management and promotion of
facilities and events.

35

93. Provide up to date information on key contacts in Council to all clubs and
users, and at facilities.

35

94. Provide and advertise a directory of all community meeting places, parks,
sporting facilities available for hire in formats accessible to all people.

35

95. Promote routes and trails for walking and cycling including those accessible
to people using mobility devices.

35

96. Encourage regular activities to enhance communication between clubs, users
of facilities and the Council.

35

97. Include more information about the history of facilities and places of interest
in any promotional information.

35

98. Promote the benefits of parks, physical and social recreation activities

35

99. Encourage users to report issues and damage to infrastructure in open space
and facilities.

35

Recommendations: Acquiring and disposing of open space

37

100. Before contemplating sale or transfer of community land consider options:
Assets of low value should be promoted and users engaged to ascertain
their current value and alternatives
Expressions of interest and potential commercial uses of site should be
explored
Options for gifting or relocation of the building should be considered preferable to
selling land
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101. Funds derived from the disposal of public open space should be allocated in
37

line with community needs, and an adopted Strategy or Plan.
Recommendations: Smithton
102.

37

Consider future use of Anzac Park further as a town and memorial park, and
37

utilise for cultural events.
103. Improve facilities for netball/tennis, athletics and skate boarding at the

37

Smithton Recreation Reserve, including those that encourage casual use.
104.Secure a public corridor along the Duck River on both sides. Continue to
develop trails along the river and extend these to include a series of circuits'
connection community, recreation and sporting facilities and the CBD as well

37

as the foreshore in the long term.

37

105. Complete the Smithton Eastern foreshore project.
106. Develop the Tier Hill / Massey Street Lookout as a social/family recreation

37

space and a circuit trail to connect with the foreshore trail.
107.

Continue to develop trails as tree-lined circuits around the town, to, and
37

along waterway foreshores.
108. Retain the area of Council land in Grant Streetfconsidered as a future

37

sportsground)
109.

Close the road that runs through the Wedge Street Park and develop this
park further for a range of social/family play activities and with enhanced
37

landscape amenity.
110.

Consider developing a circuit of mountain bike and ATV trails in the Briant
Hill Nature Reserve, or another forested site in the vicinity of Smithton

37

111. Secure access to the beach from Smithton to the mouth of the Duck River
37

by causeway or land, for a long term trail development.
112. Investigate the former trail and tramway routes around Smithton for walking

37

and cycling, in the long term.
Recommendations: Forest
113.

37

Consider public access to a bus shelter within an existing facility.

Recommendations: Stanley
114.

37
37

Continue to develop the recreation ground in line with the proposed master
plan to upgrade ageing infrastructure. Extend indoor uses, enhance
functionality, sustainability and informal use by residents and visitors.
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115. Enhance the prominence of the recreation ground by developing better
connections from the highway to the reserve, undertaking landscape works
along the main entryway streets to the recreation ground and also from
Tatlows Beach.

38

116. Protect public access along the foreshore and the former rail reserves, for
the future development of trails.

38

117. Incrementally develop a network of trails and provide canopy trees along
these. Extend the trail along the Wharf- with careful design.

38

118.

Consider options for heritage preservation in Stanley .

119.

Continue to plant trees in the verges of streets across the town to enhance

38

landscape amenity and encourage more people to walk and cycle.
120.

38

Consider providing a roadway from the main road along the western
boundary of the Recreation Ground to create a better interface from which
any adjacent developments would overlook the grounds, and enhance public
surveillance.

38

121. In any future redevelopment or sale of the caravan park, retain open space
areas for tent camping and ensure public access along the foreshore is
retained. Review the current master plan for Kings Park.

38

122. Review infrastructure at HA Lane Memorial Lookout.
123.

38

Consider the daylight access to a public toilet in the Recreation Ground to
encourage more casual use of the reserve.

38

124. Work with State government and landholders to ensure in the long term
there is a public foreshore reserve along the coast.

38

125. Work with State government to selectively identify key access points to the
beach around Green / West Point and Preminghana (Mt Cameron) for
vehicles and pedestrians to provide access to key surf spots, lookouts,
campgrounds, boat launching areas and walks. Sign post designated entries
and trails and consolidate other trails.

38

126. Work with State government and investigate the need for additional boat
launching areas at West Point and Couta Rocks, Mount Cameron West and
Sundown Point.

38

127. Develop a plan for future use and potential consolidation of facilities at
Marrawah and Redpa.

38

128. Provide more promotion, signage and wayfinding to ensure Green Point
toilets are visible to residents and visitors.
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129.

Consider provision of playing surface management assistance to the local
38

committee to maintain the oval in a good condition.
130. Promote the development of an adventure tourism recreation plan for the

38

Tarkine through the Destination Action Plan.

8.2 Potential funding sources
The following table list the potential sources of funds for sport recreation and open space capital projects.
1. Government grants
1a. Federal Government
lb. State Government
2C. Local Government funds
Capital works, and asset management program budgets
Developer or open space contributions following subdivision
Community Grants / Sport Programs (see individual Councils)
IV. Special rates levies
V

Fees from other community users, weddings, events, functions, filming
and photography and farmers markets

VI

Fees for the hosting of large scale tournaments, concerts and festivals

VII. Parking fees
VIII

Rental fees for on-site businesses including cafes and bike rental

IX. Leases to telecommunication providers for towers
X. Revenue from leases and hire agreements e.g. three years paid in advance
2. Philanthropic Trusts / Foundation Grants etc.
3. Naming rights, or sponsorship funds
4. Funds generated from Facilities. Recreation reserves fund set up using fees,
charges and rentals from sportsgrounds etc
5. Partnerships with other agencies, schools, health services, or non-government
agencies and interest groups
6. Possible skills / labour / employment schemes to provide personnel
7. Peak sporting body capital contributions
8. Not for Profit Agency e.g. Medicare Local
More details about potential funding sources is provided in Appendix. 6
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9 Appendices
Appendix 1: The Benefits of Open Space, Sport and Recreation Facilities
Open space and sporting facilities provide clear benefits for users (through participation), people who
know facilities are there or see them and people who live nearby (restorative and well-being benefits, civic
pride and knowing they have a choice).
These benefits as a whole include those related to physical and social activity, mental health, wellbeing and
spirituality, environmental benefits, civic pride and economic benefits.
Social/family recreation spaces provide legitimate and affordable places to gather and socialise with
friends and family, and for children to develop skills related to co-operation and sharing, and improving co
ordination and physical agility, through play.
Open space provides a venue for recreation programs and events: sport, events, and therefore
opportunities for social stimulation and support, and a sense of belonging, as well as nature appreciation,
spiritual fulfilment and artistic expression.
Sports facilities, trails and parks provide people with opportunities for physical exercise and challenge,
as well as relief from stress and mundane roles and surroundings, and opportunities to develop teamwork
and co-operation.
The State Healthy Tasmania Strategy identifies Tasmanians currently experience some of the worst
population health outcomes in the country, with high rates of chronic disease and health risk factors like
smoking, obesity, poor nutrition, low physical activity levels and risky alcohol consumption.3 The strategy
identifies the importance to individual health literacy to a supportive environment and infrastructure for
physical and social connectedness, health and well-being.
Open space protects trees and habitat and connects us with the natural world. Natural places and
parks provide children with an opportunity to experience risks and challenges, to explore new things, and
to find inspiration and treasures.
The ability to view nature and explore parks is a benefit that underpins the need to conserve trees and
ecosystems in parks. There is clear evidence to suggest that forested environments have a positive effect
on the immune system, and provide restorative benefits for those who can view open space. They provide
relief from noisy, busy or overcrowded places, and contribute to global biodiversity and environmental
sustainability.
Trees provide the coolest from of shade, can minimise temperature extremes and enhance comfort levels
of users through the protection from wind, rain and sun. They provide vertical interest enhance
neighbourhood character, and aesthetic and play value.
Recreation facilities, parks and open space contribute significantly to a sense of civic pride in a place.
Parks, gardens and town squares provide places for civic gatherings, floral and landscape features and
displays, for celebration of cultural values.
Parks and trees enhance the visual quality and neighbourhood character of a place, and with ornamental
decoration may enhance property values.

3

Healthy Tasmania Five Year Strategic Plan Community Consultation Dec 2015.
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Open space has educational value. Having parks and trails that encourage people to experience the
outdoors and move freely around their local neighbourhood helps people connect with friends and
community life, as well as their social, cultural and ancestral origins. Open space can encourage children to
develop spatial knowledge and expose them to natural life forms and processes.
Open space provides communities with significant economic benefits.
Where large open space is near residences, open space tends to increase the value and sale price of homes
and property. Some residents will place a higher value on open space and recreation areas and will pay
significantly more to be located near these amenities than others. This benefit tends to be negated when
parks become overly busy or are poorly maintained.
The economic benefits of open space also extend to businesses for which an attractive neighbourhood
around their office assists in attracting and retaining employees.
Benefits provided by open space, such as water preservation and storm water control, are often significant.
In many instances, it is less expensive to maintain open space that naturally maintains water quality and
reduces runoff, or controls flooding, than to provide costly-engineered infrastructure.
Open space supports industries that generate billions of dollars in economic activity annually; these include
sport, fitness, tourism and a range of infrastructure and landscape related businesses.
Open spaces, especially those that have significant scenic value, physical features or historical significance
are important in attracting visitors and staging events. Parks with scenic qualities and the events that
utilise them are key planks in Tasmania's tourism industry, especially in the northwest coast.
The economic benefits of open space, recreation and sports facilities extend to the cost minimization of
health cost through encouraging people to exercise, interact socially and provide stress release.
Open space can contribute to the economic resilience of an area by attracting more events, visitors and
future residents. By encouraging the development of secondary services more people can also be
motivated to use parks and for longer, providing health benefits and in turn, keeps clubs sustainable and
supplementary businesses employing people.
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Appendix 2. Classifications of open space
CLASSIFICATION

Definition

LANDSCAPE SETTING TYPE
Lawn/ Managed turf

Areas of mown turf managed for sport, aesthetic purposes, picnics or ball
games.

Bushland / Forest

Area of trees typically indigenous or native vegetation with two or more
storeys including canopy trees.

Cultivated Garden

An area cultivated for food or ornamental or exotic flowering plants

Treed Parkland

Parkland with scattered trees throughout and possibly around the
boundaries, as well as some open areas in between.

Beach/ Foreshore

Sandy beach abutting the coast and foreshore

Plaza/ Paved / Hard court area

A sealed or paved area such as a plaza or square.

Other non-treed natural area/
wetland / Shrub land Native
Grassland

Indigenous grassland / wetland, non manicured open grass areas or
scrubland.

CATCHMENT
Local

Open space predominantly serving the immediate local residences.
This typically has a relatively small size (e.g. up to iha); services daily and
weekly needs, and is generally accessed by walking or cycling from
surrounding areas.

District

Open space serving an area largerthan the locality it is located in - i.e. a
township, precinct, or group of localities.

Regional

Open space predominantly serving the whole Council area or region. This
may have significance to a large population including visitors.

OPEN SPACE FUNCTIONS
Sport

Areas reserved for sporting pursuits

Drainage / Utility/
Environmental Constraint/
Buffer/ Floodway

Areas of open space not provided primarily for recreation - but retained as
either: a buffer around industrial or hazardous areas, areas of land slip or
contamination, drainage, floodway or stormwater retention or areas
containing utilities for water, sewer or electricity supply infrastructure etc.
These may be used for recreation or access.

Play

Small, single-use areas that are primarily play equipment. Note: These
single purpose spaces should be phased out in future in favour of larger,
multi- purpose social / family recreation areas accommodating play.

Social/ Family Recreation (SFR)

Areas that provide opportunities for social and physical and play activities
for people from a wide range of age groups and abilities, typically catering
for play, picnics, casual ball games, social sports activities, picnic and trail
activities as well as environmental elements.
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CLASSIFICATION

Definition

Memorial
Park/Cemetery/Remembrance
Garden

Parks or gardens (or avenues of honour) dedicated to the memory of people
or reserved for the protection, or interpretation of significant trees, gardens
or buildings reflecting European settlement or indigenous cultural heritage
or events, e.g. Shrine of Remembrance, cemeteries, and memorial / peace
parks.

Conservation Park / Cultural or
Biological Heritage

Areas managed primarily forthe protection of flora and fauna or
biodiversity. These may include conservation areas, national park, flora
reserves, wetland areas, biolinks and carbon sinks. These may
accommodate recreational opportunities such as trails, seats, and
interpretative signage, paths, bird hides etc.

Visual Amenity /Lookout

Areas principally providing visual relief from urban surroundings, enhancing
the amenity of streetscapes or for civic pride, restorative values or respite.
Areas dedicated to viewing scenery, orto protect view sheds, ridgelines or
skylines.

Relaxation/ Contemplation

Open space with some, but minimal recreational infrastructure such as seats
and paths, viewing areas or interpretative signage that is primarily green or
a natural area with high environmental quality, providing for relaxation,
contemplation / escape.

Water based Recreation

A waterway corridor, the beach / ocean foreshore, open water body or lake,
where water is the dominant landscape and the use is predominantly for
water based recreation.
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Appendix 3. Open Space Core Service Levels
Table i:

Core Service Levels- Provision Standards
LOCAL
Social/

DISTRICT
Sport

Off

Cemetery

Visual

Conservatio

Social /

family

road

/memoria

amenit

n

Recreatio

trail

I park

y

Off-

Cemet

Social/

Off-

Relaxation/

Conserv-

family

Road

ery

family

road

contemplati

ation

Recreatio

Trail

/ mem

Recreatio

trail

on

orial

n

✓

y

y

XX

✓

✓

y**

y**

n

n

—

PLANTING/LANDSCAPE

REGIONAL
Sport

Shade / boundary planting

Sport

park

mtmmm
✓
✓

1

✓

miHHiin
✓

✓

yy

✓
yy

Landscape planting

✓

XX

y

y

y

XX

yy

XX

y

Formal plantings and garden

XX

XX

XX

✓

y

XX

y

XX

XX

✓

✓

XX

✓

✓

✓

S**

y**

XX

XX

yy

y

y

XX

X

XX

XX

J

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓

✓

✓

beds
Barrier/fencing - safety

✓

✓ **

✓ **

✓ **

(only select sites and hazardous
areas)
PLAY/SPORT

✓
✓

Open areas (informal play)
Natural play elements
Diversity of play equipment or

yy

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

x:

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

y

✓

nature play

Soft fall (Bark or sand preferred)

✓

x

XX

XX

XX

XX

X

XX

XX

XX

XX

y
yy

y

X

XX

XX

Where

XX

XX

✓
yy

reserve plays
this role In In
absence of
separate
reserve)

and rotating items or where
wheelable surfaces are required

Hard stand area (Basketball ring/

XX

✓

XX

XX

(where

XX

XX

XX

reserve plays
this role In In
absence of
separate

other play elements including

Soft fall (rubber) under swings

XX

✓

✓

✓

XX

XX

XX

✓

yy

y

XX

xx

XX

yy

y

XX

XX

y

y

✓

X

XX

XX

XX

y Where

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

reserve plays
this role In In
absence of
separate
reserve)
XX

XX

✓

✓

XX

XX

XX

XX

✓

✓
✓

XX

x:

xx

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

xx

xx

xx

or hit up wall)
Kick around area
Skateboard / Scooter / BMX area
Fitness equipment

x

XX

XX

x

x

XX

XX

XX

Sports playing areas

N/A

✓

XX

XX

XX

XX

Training fields e.g. cricket

N/A

✓

XX

XX

X

✓
N/A

X

XX

:x
yy

XX
XX

yy

XX

XX

✓

xx

xx

y

N/A

X

yy

colocation
desirable

✓

x:

N/A

practice nets
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DISTRICT

LOCAL
Full sized competition courts-

if no
adjacent
school

XX

Tennis/netball/multi-use

N/A

Lighting for playing fields

xx

XX

XX

N/A

N/A

✓

XX

N/A

REGIONAL

N/A

V'

N/A

XX

N/A

XX

N/A

^ if no
adjacent
school

N/A

✓
YY

XX

N/A

XX

XX

N/A

N/A

(training standard for local /
district)

ACCESS
Disability/wheel access

*Play equipment will typically target 1-12 year age group and will comprise at

*Play equipment may include multi age

*Play equipment must cater for a wide range of activities and age

least one double swing set and one slide. An optional play structure or

facility, typically includes one double swing,

groups. Typically provides all access play equipment. Masterplan

additional play equipment may be considered, preferably an interactive and

one slide and one play structure or additional

required for spaces.

rotating item, and nature play.

play equipment.

wm%\ zz

Shared pathway access

N/A

YY

Pathways perimeter path or

✓

—

_

XX

Y

Y

XX

✓

. ........................
✓
✓
✓
xx
XX

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Y

Y

YY

✓ ✓

xx

Y

xx

XX

v'

v'

Y

Y

✓

✓

v'

xx

XX

XX

xx

v'

XX

XX

YY
Y

XX

✓

N/A

YY

XX

XX

v'

✓

XX

XX

Y

Y

Y

Y

XX

XX

YY

Y

XX

XX

]

circuit
Pathway linkages to other open

Y

space
Car parking-on road

✓ ✓

Car parking off-road
PARK FURNITURE

XX

___

___

....

YY

Seating
Picnic tables
Rubbish bins

XX

.................................................................................■■

✓

✓

XX
XX

Bike racks

XX

✓

✓

Barbeque

XX

XX

XX

v'

✓

✓

✓ ✓

XX

Y

YY

~

____________

_
✓ V

YY

XX

XX

✓

v'

XX

XX

YY

XX

✓

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

xx

XX

XX

XX

XX

✓

XX

xx

XX

Y

XX

XX

XX

✓

✓

XX

xx

XX

✓

Y if

XX

XX

XX

YY

YY

v'
XX
XX

XX

include
sSFR
Shade shelter/structure

✓

YY

XX

XX

XX

Drinking fountain/ water tap

XX

✓

xx

XX

XX

XX

XX

Y

YY

XX

XX

XX

Y

XX

XX

Dog Tidy Bins / general waste

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

Y

xx

Y

XX

Y

XX

Y

XX

XX

YY

YY

YY

YY

YY

bins

——m

: SIGNAGE

-

w

_____________

Information signage

_

YY

XX

X

X

✓

Interpretation signage

X

X

XX

✓
✓

XX

______
YY

xx

Directional signage

XX

xx

XX

xx

✓

✓
✓

✓ ✓
X

"——

✓ V

✓

X

YY

Y

Y

XX

XX

✓
—

—

.u
;v

___ __
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DISTRICT

LOCAL

REGIONAL

ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN
Access to water

✓

Irrigation/Irrigation system

XX

Drainage

✓
✓
✓

X

✓

xx

XX

V

vv

vv

vv

vv

vv

vv

XX

XX

V

XX

XX

V

VS

XX

V

VV

VV

XX

XX

XX

X

V

vv

vv

X

vv

vs

V

xx

xx

XX

XX

X

—
—

| [HZ

STRUCTURES,FEATURES

✓
XX

X

—X

__

—

—

Pavilion/ change rooms

N/A

x

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

Spectator facilities

N/A

x

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

Showers

N/A

X

XX

XX

XX

x:

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

✓

Toilets
Public toilets

:x

XX

✓

XX
XX

✓

✓

V

XX

V

V

V

V

V

✓

✓
✓

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

V

XX

V

V

V

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

V

vv

V

vv

vv

XX

XX

XX

XX

X

Flagpoles

XX

XX

XX

✓
✓
✓

Power outlets

xx

✓

xx

V

s - might have

x= should not have

XX
XX

XX

XX

ss - should have

XX
XX

XX

Artwork/sculptures

Lighting

✓ V

✓
✓

xx= must not have
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Core levels of service: sport

Table 2:

LOCAL
SIZE,

LOCATION

DISTRIBUTION

&

Provide as kick-about / social or junior
sports, orfortraining

DISTRICT
•

Primarily provided as a large SFR or
multi-use purpose site, within 1km of
all dwellings
Possibly associated with primary
schools to address deficiencies

QUALITY

STANDARD OF
INFRASTRUCTURE

STANDARD

OF

MAINTENANCE

REGIONAL

Capable of hosting senior level competition and training for local
sporting associations, clubs and schools At least two playing
fields preferably of the same code, within 1.5km (20 minutes
walk) of all dwellings in Townships, and Primary Sport i.e. rec
reserve in 20 mins of rural areas/ hamlets. Secondary in Villages
-i.e. recreation reserve, courts, or shared school indoorfor
example

•

Possibly associated with schools to address deficiencies

•

Suitable in shape to provide north-south oriented sports
grounds preferably located side by side, located on flat land fit
for purpose and which can be cost effectively graded /
developed

Elite level of competition sport
Major Reserve with competition lights or synthetic surfaces.
Provided at some distance from houses to limit impact from noise, car
parking and lights
Prominent site clearly visible from a major road
Possibly provided in associated with an indoor centre

Only basic turf quality unless required
by shared club use

Playing fields preferably at the same grade and unfenced for
flexibility

May include a synthetic or specialised playing field such as hockey, /
athletics, water sports, turf wickets, etc.

Ancillary space offering pleasant
landscape setting, seating and shade
Generally one outdoor playing field,
and generally free access full sized
hard court or multiple use space

Sufficient land to accommodate a core range of competition
sports in one major unencumbered sports reserve in addition to
support buildings / pavilions, car parking, and ancillary space
offering pleasant landscape setting for non-sporting, recreation
opportunities, dog exercise, etc.

Higher quality support facilities (irrigated to highest level), playing
surfaces able to be enclosed to take a gate fee, competition lights,
pavilion, including club and social rooms where applicable

May be small community-use
specialized sport surface area

Not provided on encumbered land

Serves population of competition sport

Multiple facilities of a similar standard across the municipality

Not provided on encumbered land

One main shared pavilion and basic support facilities such as
toilets for the public.

• On site sealed car park. Some spectator facilities possibly undercover,
public toilets, shade, seating, signage, and rubbish collection system

• May only provide a toilet facility or
universal toilet allowing change
facilities.

• Low level irrigation from recycled or
harvested water (not outfields)
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•
•

Playing fields are lit-suitable for at least training.

•

Seating and shade, play and contact with nature, environmental
qualities to be retained

•

On site car park, kiosk, publicly accessible toilets, shade, shelter,
some spectator facilities, seating, signage, and rubbish
collection system

• Irrigated and drained sports playing fields
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Catering fora range of uses including those not commonly available at
other sporting facilities

• Irrigated and drained sports playing fields
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Table 3:

Core levels of service: social / family recreation
LOCAL

SIZE, LOCATION &
DISTRIBUTION

DISTRICT

Minimum size of lha, and minimum dimensions of
70m in any direction
• Within 500m of every household in townships or
one central space in the (without having to cross a
major road / railway or other major physical
barrier)
• One in each locality
• Centrally located to community facilities
•

REGIONAL

Preferably greaterthan 2ha, and minimum dimensions • Generally greaterthan 2ha, and minimum
of 70m in any direction
dimensions of 70m in any direction
Serves all households within 500m catchment or several
with different landscape setting types to create
diversity
One in each locality
Centrally located to activity centres

QUALITY

Not provided on encumbered land
Will not form part of the open space contribution
requirement specified in the land budget
Caterto a range of age groups, including families,
children and older adults
Shade to include mature trees and may include
some structures, seating, paths

Not provided on encumbered land
To have at least two road frontages, and desirably not
rear fences or overlooking from private yards
A range offacilitiesfora wide range of age groups
Shade and shelterthroughoutthe open space
Provides a meeting place
Access to nature/loose material
Accessible to all abilities
Some space with irrigated green lawn.

STANDARD OF
INFRASTRUCTURE

Allows for easy adaptation in response to changing
community preferences
Areas of the exercising of pets, playgrounds, and
shaded areas
Land set aside along waterways must be 'fit for
purpose'to safely provide access for pedestrians,
cyclists, and maintenance vehicles, as deemed
suitable by the Responsible Authority
Minimal use of synthetic surfaces.
No provision of toilets

Toilet facility
BBQ facilities in some locations
Hard surface ball courts in some locations
May include skate / BMX / mountain bike facilities

•

May include irrigated areas
Rubbish collection system

•
•

STANDARD OF
MAINTENANCE

• Low level or no irrigation from recycled or
harvested water
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Not provided on encumbered land
Fully accessible to people with a range of abilities and
all age groups.
May have some access to commercial services.
Significant shade and shelter, seating, BBQ, and
publictoilets

Municipal or greater, site specific related to existing
environmental values and proposed uses catering for
a range of recreation values.
• Local parkland and developmentto linkto regional
open space network (including local trails or links
facilitated by linear parks)

May include areas irrigated areas
Rubbish collection system

M
Table 4:

Core levels of service: Off-road trails
DISTRICT

LOCAL
SIZE,

LOCATION

DISTRIBUTION

QUALITY

&

•

One circuit trail in every locality

•

Within 800m of every residential dwelling

•

Within 400m of every dwelling

•

Away from sensitive riparian areas / river banks

•

In logical places that are well used (e.g. creek corridors)

•

•

Perimeter paths around large parks-with local links to
district and regional trails

Circuits around the perimeter of major parks in a consolidated
gravel pavement

Perimeter paths around large parks-with links to district
and regional trails
In localities that connect with destinations such as
community facilities, in pleasant landscapes, streets and
parks

• Trails between townships, and along former rail
easements and waterways and the coast.

Trail should not dominate an open space corridor.

•

A range of setting types along the length of long trails to
provide sunny and shaded areas, connections with views and
environmental stimuli.

Sealed trails to be a minimum width of 2.5m with
direction signage at nodes. Connects to SFR open space

•

Where trail isthe primary function corridorwidth shall
be 10m wide, with a right of way and landscape buffer
on each side including trees. Instead of running a trail
parallel along a significant waterway edge without a
buffer and a single approach to the watercourse-so
there is only a single impact point.

Circuits around township may include trails along a corridor
such as a waterways and shared trails in the around a
township, an iconic destination or connecting multiple
community facilities/destinations

A hierarchy of paths in every new residential
development, and shared footways (connecting onto) the
river/creek trails etc

REGIONAL

Visually pleasant, linear or contiguous open space.
Should not be narrow fenced inks between streets.
STANDARD OF
INFRASTRUCTURE

• Trail may include unsealed single track or 2.5m wide
formed trail.
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•

Minimum width 2.5m, or 3m for equestrian use.

•

Formed paths including consolidated gravel pavement or
granitic sand (not screenings ortoppings) or asphalt, or
concrete depending on key activities to be accommodated

Wayside stops at key intervals for rest and break out
activities.

•

A trail network of defined pathways with opportunities to
digress to view features

May provide distance markers, way finding and
directional and interpretive signage.

•

Protection zone on either side of the tread way to insulate the
trail userfrom activities detrimental to the trail experience,
and the environment of the trail as viewed

Provide trail head and activity hubs with a toilet, car and
bike parking, picnic tables, and toilets at logical entry
and exit nodes
Ensure all path and entry points are accessible by
wheelchair.

•

Break out spaces for rest and respite

•

Access to seating and drinking water at nodes.

•

Networks to have directional and information signage.
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Regional trails on iconic, coastal routes and connections
to other council areas.
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Table 5:

Core levels of service: Toilets
LOCAL

SIZE, LOCATION &
DISTRIBUTION

REGIONAL

Not in open spaces of a local catchment, • In indoor sports and, outdoor sports courts and
•
playing fields, social /family recreation spaces and
only community meeting place buildings.
water based facilities.
• For local sports facilities: May only
•
provide a toilet facility (ratherthan
• Behind views and vantage points, flat accessible
locations
change and toilet). These typically serve
•
local teams for overflow, social or low
• Colocated with internal amenities, other support
levels of competition.
facilities, commercial providers etc.
• Positioned on street frontages. Prominent locations.

QUALITY

STANDARD OF
INFRASTRUCTURE

4

DISTRICT

•

• Gender neutral, accessible cubicle as a minimum.
• 4+star ratings on fittings
• Standard features such as toilet roll holders and
syringe disposal units to be built into the walls
ratherthan be fixtures added in afterthe
construction of the toilet.
• Natural ventilation. Siting in relation to wind
direction is critical to ensure this can work.
Use good lighting at all public toilets.
Tanks, natural light and ventilation, solarfor warm
handwash if required
Consider remote locking ratherthan 24hr access.

Indicative distance that can be walked with 2 hrs.
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All regional sports and water based recreation facilities, offroad
trails, and social /family recreation facilities.
At campgrounds, trail head and activity hubs with a toilet, car and
bike parking, picnic tables, and at logical entry/exit nodes.
Where wayside stops may need to be provided every 8-iokm4 and
no service stop or community facilities adjacent to the trail are
available.

• Baby change, one changing places per main town.
• 4+star ratings on fittings
• Standard features such as toilet roll holders and syringe disposal
units to be built into the walls ratherthan be fixtures added in after
the construction of the toilet.
• Natural ventilation. Siting in relation to wind direction is critical to
ensure this can work.
In conjunction with significant shade and a shelter, spectator
seating, BBQ.
Use good lighting at all public toilets.
Tanks, natural light and ventilation, solarfor warm hand wash if
required.
Consider remote locking ratherthan 24hraccess.

Core Service Levels- Management - Circular Head
Note: Management only (not design or infrastructure provision) included here
Open Space Types (Primary Function):
a.

Sport

b.

Social/family recreation (play)

c.

Relaxation/Contemplation

d.

Memorial garden/cemetery

Table 1.

Sport (management only)

Type of Management

Mowing

Local

District

Regional

•

• Smithton Recreation Ground

Redpa Recreational Ground (volunteer maintenance
under review)

•

Smithton Sports Centre

•

Stanley Recreation Ground (volunteer maintenance)

•

Smithton Sports Centre-Grass height when 50% of
reserve reaches 100mm (typically every 3 weeks)

•

Stanley Recreation Ground - Cricket/Football Oval:
Grass height i8-25mm during cricket season, 3040mm during football season (typically weekly).
Boundary: Grass height when 50% of reserve reaches
100mm (typically every3weeks)

• Grass height i8-25mm during
cricket season, 30-4omm during
football season (typically weekly)

Irrigation
All dry season (Nov-end Mar)

• Stanley Recreation Ground - Main oval only, as
required

• Main oval only-As required (up
to 5 days per week)

Fertilising

• Stanley Recreation Ground - Annually

• 4 times peryear-January (all
areas), March (sports field), July
(all areas) & October (sports field)

Broadleaf spraying

• Smithton Sports Centre - Annually

• 2 times per year (April &
November)

Boundary Spraying

• Stanley Recreation Ground - Annually

• As required-up tofourtimes a
year

Aerate ground

• Stanley Recreation Ground-As required (typically
annually)

• Aerating-Weekly through
football season and as required
through summer

Drill, cut and lay turf

. Nil

• Annually (October)

Lawn levelling and reseeding

• Stanley Recreation Ground - Annually (December)

• Nil

Soil Testing

• Nil

• As required

Between season cond/risk
inspec

•

Redpa Recreational Ground - Bi-annually

• Bi-annually

•

Stanley Recreation Ground - Bi-annually

General Inspections

• Prior to each rostered game

• Weekly

Goal Removal Install ation/Removal

• Stanley Recreation Ground-2 times per year

• Bottom oval only-2times per
year

Tennis NetsInstallation/Removal

• Nil

• 2 times per year

Netball GoalsInstallation/Removal

• Nil

• 2 times per year

Fledge trimming

• Nil

• Annually

Covering/Uncovering Cement
Cricket Wickets

•

Stanley Recreation Ground-2timesperyear

• 2 times peryear

•

Redpa Recreational Ground-2times peryear

Cricket nets - maintenance

• Stanley Recreation Ground - Bi-annually

Turf Renovation
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Local

Type of Management
Line marking

District

Regional

•

Stanley Recreation Ground - Bi-annually

•

Redpa Recreational Ground - Bi-annually

• Football and Cricket-Weekly;
Little Athletics - Fortnightly

Mulching garden bed

• Smithton Sports Centre - Annually

• Annually

Rubbish collection
(Maximum frequencies - may
be reduced dependent upon
ground usage)

•

Smithton Sports Centre - Weekly

• Weekly

•

Redpa Recreational Ground - Fortnightly

•

Stanley Recreation Ground - Weekly

Table 2.

Type of Management

Social / family recreation (management only)

Local

District

Regional

Lialeeta Crescent

•

Green Point Beach

West Esplanade

Wedge Street

•

Montagu Park

Kings Park

•

Rotaract Park

Dip Falls

•

East Esplanade

Fortnightly

• Fortnightly

Fortnightly

Planting

Nil

• Nil

West Esplanade -10 year cycle

Watering

Nil

• Nil

West Esplanade (garden beds only) Typically weekly during summer

Mulching

Nil

• Nil

West Esplanade - Annually

Weeding (hand)

Nil

• Nil

West Esplanade - Monthly

Spraying

Annually (April)

General Inspections
Garden Maintenance

Raking leaves/debris
Boundary spraying

Grass Mowing

Nil
Nil

Grass height —
when 50% of
facility reaches
100mm (typically
every 3 weeks)

•

Green Point Beach-Annually

Kings Park-Annually

•

Rotaract Park-Annually

West Esplanade - Annually

•

East Esplanade-Annually

•

Rotaract Park-As required

•

East Esplanade-As required

•

Green Point Beach - 4 times peryear

•

Rotaract Park-r,times peryear

•

East Esplanade-4 times peryear

•

Green Point Beach-when 50% of facility
reaches 150mm (typically 3 weekly)

•

Montagu Park-Grass height
approximately 300mm (typically 2 times
peryear)

Nil

•

Rotaract Park-Grass height-when 50%
of facility reaches 100mm (typically every
3 weeks)

•

East Esplanade - Grass height-when
50% of facility reaches 150mm (typically
monthly)

West Esplanade (including garden beds)
-Quarterly
Kings Park - Quarterly
•

Kings Park-Grass height - When 50%
of facility reaches 100mm (typically 3
weekly)

•

West Esplanade-Grass height - When
50% of facility reaches 100mm (typically
3 weekly)

Grass Edging

• Nil

• Nil

• Nil

BBQ cleaning

• Nil

• Green Point Beach-Twice weekly

• Daily (no Sundays)

Safety inspection and
programed removal

• Annually

• Nil

• Nil

Advanced Trees Pruning

• As required

•

Montagu Park-Annually

• West Esplanade - Annually

•

East Esplanade-As required

Rubbish collection

• Weekly

Tree Maintenance

•

Fossey Street Reserve-As required

•

Green Point Beach-Fortnightly

• West Esplanade - 4 days per week

• Montagu Park-Fortnightly (May-

• Dip Falls-Weekly

October), weekly (Nov-Apr)
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Type of Management

Local

Regional

District
• Rotaract Park-4times per week
• Hast Esplanade - 4 times per week

Park Furniture
Cleaning

• As required

• Quarterly

•

Kings Park-3times peryear

•

West Esplanade-Quarterly

•

Dip Falls-Quarterly

• As required

• As required

• As required

Inspection

• Fortnightly

• Fortnightly

• Fortnightly

Maintenance

• As required

• As required

• As required

Sand/Mulch

• Lialeeta-As
required (typically
quarterly)

•

Nil (astroturf)

•

•

Rotaract Park-As required (typically 3
times peryear)

West Esplanade - As required (typically
quarterly)

•

Kings Park-Nil (astroturf)

•

East Esplanade-As required (typically 3
times peryear)

Maintenance
Play spaces
Inspections
(consultant)

Table 3.

Relaxation / Contemplation (management only)
Regional

Local

District

• Foreshore Walkway
(Stanley)

•

Fossey Street Reserve Marine Esplanade

•

Marine Park

• Fortnightly

• Fortnightly

Spraying

• Annually

• Annually

Boundary Spraying

• Quarterly (in sections as
required)

• Quarterly

Grass Mowing

• Grass height-when 50% of
facility reaches 150mm
(typically monthly)

•

Fossey Street Reserve-Grass height-When 50% of facility
reaches 150mm (typically monthly)

•

Marine Esplanade-Grass height-When 50% of facility
reaches 150mm (typically monthly)

•

Marine Park-Grass height-when 50% of facility reaches
100mm (typically every 3 weeks)

Type of Management

General Inspections
(visual)
Garden Maintenance

Tree Maintenance
Advanced Trees Pruning

• As required

Rubbish collection

• Twice weekly

• Nil
•

Fossey Street Reserve - 4 times per week

•

Marine Park~4times perweek

•

Fossey Street Reserve-Quarterly

•

Marine Park - Quarterly

Park Furniture
Cleaning
Maintenance

• 2-3times peryear
• As required
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Table 4.

Memorial Garden / Cemetery (management only)

Local

Type of
Management

I District

Regional

• Stanley Cenotaph

•

Anzac Park

•

Circular Head Lawn Cemetery

• Marrawah

•

Irishtown Cemetery (Moved
from regional)

•

Stanley Old Cemetery

•

John Street Cemetery

•

Mary Bogues

Cenotaph

• Fortnightly

• Fortnightly

• Fortnightly

• Stanley Cenotaph

• Anzac Park-Annually

• Nil

General Inspections
Garden
Maintenance
Planting

-Annually
Watering

• Stanley Cenotaph

• Anzac Park-As required
during dry season

-As required

• Nil

during dry season
• Stanley Cenotaph

Mulching

- Bi annually
• Stanley Cenotaph

Spraying

•

Anzac Park-Annually

•

Mary Bogues-Annually

• CircularHead Lawn Cemetery-Annually

• Annually

• Circular Head Lawn Cemetery- Bi-annually

- As required
Weeding (by hand)

• Nil

• Nil

• Circular Head Lawn Cemetery - Monthly

Boundary Spraying

• Nil

• Quarterly

• CircularHead Lawn Cemetery-Quarterly

Raking leaves,
debris etc

• Nil

• Nil

• Stanley Old Cemetery-Quarterly

Lawn levelling

• Nil

• Nil

• CircularHead Lawn Cemetery-When ditch isioomm
deep or greater

Back filling-rabbit
holes etc

• Nil

• Nil

• Stanley Old Cemetery-As required (safety concerns)

Grass Mowing

• Marrawah-Grass
height-when 50%
of facility reaches
150mm (typically
monthly)

• Grass height-when 50% of
facility reaches 100mm
(typically every 3 weeks)

•

CircularHead Lawn Cemetery-Grass height-When
50% of facility reaches 100mm (typically every 3
weeks)

•

Stanley Old Cemetery-Grass height-When 50% of
facility reaches 100mm (typically monthly)

•

As required

•

•

Stanley CenotaphBiennial

Anzac Park-Bi-annually (flag
pole and monument)

•

Mary Bogues (with assistance
from the National Trust) - As
required (painting and
headstone maintenance)

Cenotaph
Maintenance

• Nil

Tree Maintenance
Advanced Trees Pruning

• Nil

• Anzac Park-As required

•
•

Stanley Old Cemetery-As required (crown lifting)

Rubbish collection

• Nil

• Irishtown Cemetery Fortnightly

•

CircularHead Lawn Cemetery- Fortnightly

•

Stanley Old Cemetery-Weekly

CircularHead Lawn Cemetery-As required (post
annual maintenance inspection)

Park Furniture
Cleaning

• Nil

• Anzac Park - Quarterly

• CircularHead Lawn Cemetery-As required

Maintenance

• Nil

• As required

• As required
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Appendix 4. Regional Parks managed by Parks Tasmania
The following table is a list of Regional Parks managed by Parks Tasmania, including:
Conservation Area, National Park, Nature Recreation Area, Regional Reserve, State Reserve, Nature Reserve, Game Reserve and
Historic Site.

Name of Reserve

! Type of reserve (see list | Area (ha) Council Area
above)

Arthur River Conservation Area

Conservation area

35-55

Circular Head

Arthur-Pieman Conservation Area

Conservation area

103,893-1

Circular Head

Notes

Wilderness

9

Black River Bridge Conservation
Area

Conservation area

13.05

Circular Head

Black River Conservation Area

Conservation area

21.82

Circular Head

Black River South Conservation Area

Conservation area

23.70

Circular Head

Brick Islands Conservation Area

Conservation area

12.27

Circular Head

Bull Rock Conservation Area

Conservation area

0-55

Circular Head

Duck River Conservation Area

Conservation Area

202.00

Circular Head

Edgcumbe Beach Conservation Area

Conservation area

48.14

Circular Head

Forwards Beach Conservation Area

Conservation area

98.69

Circular Head

Harbour Islets Conservation Area

Conservation area

11.32

Circular Head

Harcus Island Conservation Area

Conservation area

17.28

Circular Head

Henderson Islets Conservation Area

Conservation area

4.14

Circular Head

Howie Island Conservation Area

Conservation area

40.65

Circular Head

Hunter Island Conservation Area

Conservation area

7,331-75

Circular Head

Kangaroo Island Conservation Area

Conservation area

169.83

Circular Head

Lake Mikany Conservation Area

Conservation area

31-43

Circular Head

Lees Point Conservation Area

Conservation area

388.33

Circular Head

Little Trefoil Conservation Area

Conservation area

2.18

Circular Head

Montagu Beach Conservation Area

Conservation area

298.45

Circular Head

Montagu Island Conservation Area

Conservation Area

95-73

Circular Head

Murkay Islets Conservation Area

Conservation Area

14.04

Circular Head

Nares Rocks Conservation Area

Conservation Area

i-74

Circular Head

Perkins Island Conservation Area

Conservation Area

233.21

Circular Head

Plains Creek Conservation Area

Conservation Area

861.31

Circular Head

Roger River Conservation Area

Conservation Area

21.53

Circular Head
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Roger River Road Conservation Area

Conservation Area

2.68

Circular Head

Seacrow Islet Conservation Area

Conservation Area

4.84

Circular Head

Shell Islets Conservation Area

Conservation Area

4.40

Circular Head

Slaves Bay Conservation Area

Conservation Area

39-57

Circular Head

Stanley Conservation Area

Conservation Area

6.56

Circular Head

Coastal

Tatlows Beach Conservation Area

Conservation Area

66.32

Circular Head

Coastal

Unnamed CA (Duck Bay)

Conservation Area

1,543-83

Circular Head

Wetland

Wallaby Islands Conservation Area

Conservation Area

89-37

Circular Head

West Inlet Conservation Area

Conservation Area

69.56

Circular Head

Coastal

Bird Island Game Reserve

Game Reserve

62.08

Circular Head

Mutton bird island

Petrel Islands Game Reserve

Game Reserve

44.02

Circular Head

Mutton bird island

Stack Island Game Reserve

Game Reserve

37-76

Circular Head

Mutton bird island

Highfield Historic Site

Historic Site

3-85

Circular Head

V.D.L Co. house

Lyons Cottage Historic Site

Historic Site

0.10

Circular Head

Rocky Cape National Park

National Park

3,081.10

Circular Head

Coastal, heath

Briant Hill Nature Recreation Area

Nature Recreation Area

163.97

Circular Head

Wet/dry sclerophyll
forest

Donaldson River Nature Recreation

Nature Recreation Area

30,621.34

Circular Head

Representative forest

Albatross Island Nature Reserve

Nature Reserve

22.16

Circular Head

Seabird breeding

Bond Tier Regional Reserve

Regional Reserve

1,811.50

Circular Head

Crayfish Creek Regional Reserve

Regional Reserve

312.87

Circular Head

Dip Falls Regional Reserve

Regional Reserve

34-47

Circular Head

Dip Range Regional Reserve

Regional Reserve

4,i37-56

Circular Head

Dismal Swamp Regional Reserve

Regional Reserve

309.84

Circular Head

Duck River Regional Reserve

Regional Reserve

463.81

Circular Head

Julius River Regional Reserve

Regional Reserve

83.96

Circular Head

Lake Chisholm Regional Reserve

Regional Reserve

175-43

Circular Head

Lovells Creek Regional Reserve

Regional Reserve

553-41

Circular Head

Luncheon Hill Regional Reserve

Regional Reserve

1,030.99

Circular Head

Milkshake Hills Regional Reserve

Regional Reserve

278.94

Circular Head

Montagu River Regional Reserve

Regional Reserve

1,014.48

Circular Head

Montagu Swamp Regional Reserve

Regional Reserve

1,581.94

Circular Head
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Sumac Regional Reserve

Regional Reserve

9,860.32

Circular Head

Trowutta Regional Reserve

Regional Reserve

2,858.85

Circular Head

Warra Creek Regional Reserve

Regional Reserve

572.22

Circular Head

Welcome Swamp Regional Reserve

Regional Reserve

162.83

Circular Head

Calm Bay State Reserve

State Reserve

347-95

Circular Head

Little Peggs Beach State Reserve

State Reserve

155-99

Circular Head

Representative forest

Roger River State Reserve

State Reserve

180.78

Circular Head

Rainforest

Sundown Point State Reserve

State Reserve

157-91

Circular Head

Petroglyph site

Three Hummock Island State
Reserve

State Reserve

7,i93-69

Circular Head

Sclerophyll, heath

Trowutta Caves State Reserve

State Reserve

64.75

Circular Head

Limestone caves, scenic

Welcome River State Reserve

State Reserve

414-33

Circular Head

West Point State Reserve

State Reserve

560.47

Circular Head

Rebecca Creek Conservation Area

Conservation Area

345.21

Circular Head
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Appendix 5. Community Meeting Places
(excludes sporting facilities and schools)
Table 3. Existing and/ or potential community meeting places in Circular Head Council area

Facility name

Reserve address street

Suburb /town

Land ownership /council
/ crown / private

Trowutta Recreation Centre

2239 Trowutta Road

Trowutta

Note: Currently for sale

Togari Community Hall

Crn (7) Salmon River Road
and Bass Hwy

Togari

Private

Stanley Town Hall

10 Church Street

Stanley

Council

Stanley Christian Church Hall

8 Marshall St

Stanley

Private (church)

Presbyterian Church Hall

6 Fletcher St

Stanley

Private (church)

Stanley Recreation Ground

36 Hale St

Stanley

Crown

South Forest Hall

827 Mengha Road

South Forest

Private

Smithton Senior Citizens Centre

28 Gardner Avenue

Smithton

Council

Smithton Scouts Hall

16-18 E Esplanade

Smithton

Crown

Circular Head Community
Recreation Centre

Grant Street /72 Nelson
Street

Smithton

Council

Smithton Guide Hall

5 Park Lane

Smithton

Private

Smithton New Life Centre

31 Brittons Road

Smithton

Private (church)

Riverbend Centre

358 Trowutta Rd

Scotchtown

Crown- leased

Rocky Cape Hall

LOT 60 Bass Highway

Rocky Cape

Private

Rocky Cape Tavern/ Road House

19375 Bass Hwy

Rocky Cape

Private

Redpa Recreation Centre

30 Comeback Road

Redpa

Council

Mawbanna Hall

1444 Mawbanna Road

Mawbanna

Private

Marrawah Memorial Hall

844 Comeback Road

Marrawah

Council

Marrawah Gospel Hall

810 Comeback Road

Marrawah

Private

Irishtown Community Centre

602 Irishtown Road

Irishtown

Private

Irishtown Lodge ArthurTemple
Hall

604 Irishtown Road

Irishtown

Private

Hellyer Fire Station +meeting room

2 Melaleuca Drive

Hellyer

Crown/ State Fire
Commission

Forest Christian Hall

523 Mengha Road

Forest

Private (church)

(Behind the Fire Station)
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Appendix 6. Possible Funding Options
National Funding Options
1. Building Better Regions Fund
There are two streams of funding available under the program:

2.

3.

•

The Infrastructure Projects Stream will support projects which involve the construction of
new infrastructure, or the upgrade or extension of existing infrastructure that provide
economic and social benefits to regional and remote areas.

•

The Community Investments Stream will fund community building activities including,
but not limited to, new or expanded local events, strategic regional plans, and leadership
and capability building activities. These projects will deliver economic and social benefits
to regional and remote communities.

Australian Institute of Sport:
•

Local Sporting Champions: provides financial assistance for young sportsmen and
women aged 12-18

•

Women leaders in sport grant program: The objective of the WLIS program is to provide
women with development opportunities to reach their leadership potential in the sports
industry

Cricket Australia/Tasmania:
•

Community cricket facilities grant
The grant provides funding to all Clubs, Associations and Local Government across
Tasmania for sightscreens, synthetic pitches, change room upgrades, training nets
improvements and repairs at community cricket clubs

•

Growing cricket for girl's fund
The Growing Cricket for Girls (GCG) Fund has been established by Cricket Australia in
partnership with the Commonwealth Bank to support the access to, and development of
girl's competitions at a community cricket level across Australia.

4.

Australia Sports Foundation
The Australian Sports Foundation operates the Sport Incentive Program, which assists eligible
organisations to raise funds for sport-related projects through tax-deductible donations.
They are uniquely positioned to enable philanthropic support to Australian sport by providing tax
deductibility for donations made to projects signed up with them. They are the only organisation
that can provide a tax deduction for donations to sport across Australia. ASF are a deductible gift
recipient (DGR), and have a special listing in the Income Tax Assessment Act 1997 (Subdivision 30B, S30-90).
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5. AFL/Netball
•

Club Safety Fund
The WorkSafe Club Safety Fund has been established to provide financial assistance to
football/netball clubs to improve or provide added safety for both players, people
involved with the club and the spectators.

•

AFL Community Facilities Development Fund
The AFL Community Facilities Development Fund has been established to provide
funding assistance to football bodies to partner with local stakeholders to improve
football facilities and facilitate increasing participation in the game.

6. Confederation of Australian Motor Sports (CAMS): CAMS Club Development Fund
The fund is made available as part of CAMS' ongoing commitment to drive membership growth &
participation opportunities in clubs and motor sport.
7. Tennis Australia
Tennis Australia provides a court rebate scheme for courts resurfaced in ITF approved surfaces and
funds for the development of regional tennis centres

State funding options: Tasmania
Name

Details

Amount

Valid
until/from

Live/
continuing

Community
Infrastructure grant

Offers grants towards development of sports and recreation facilities

Minor
Between
$10,000 and
$50,000
Major
Over $50,000

NA

NA

The Sport and
Recreation Minor
Grants
Program

Offers financial assistance towards:
•
Equipment purchases

Between
$500 and

One round
per year
between
Feb-March

Closed
March

Between
$15,000 and
$80,000.

One round
per year
between
JulyNovember

Closed
Nov 2017

Up to

One round
per year
around
August

Closed
Aug 2016

•

Development/improvement of facilities or playing surfaces
that directly benefit sport and recreation clubs and improve
opportunitiesforTasmanian's to participate in sportand
active recreation.

$10,000.

2017

Eligible projects must benefit sport and/or recreation clubs. Applicants
must contribute at least half of the project funding.
The Sportand
Recreation Major
Grants Program

Offers financial assistance towards:
•
Major equipment purchases and/or
•

Development/improvement of facilities or playing surfaces
that directly benefit sport and recreation clubs and improve
opportunities for Tasmanian's to participate in sport and
active recreation. Funding forthis program is allocated from
the Community Support Levy.

Eligible projects must benefit sport and/or recreation clubs. Applicants
must contribute at least half of the project funding.
The State Grants
Program

Provides grants to:
State sporting organisations

$60,000.

State disability sporting organisations
State active recreation providers and
State sector service providers.
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Name

Amount

Details

I Valid
until/from

Live/
continuing

To know eligibility contact Communities, Sport and Recreation.
The
National/International
Sport Championships
Program provides
grants

Provides grants for:
National or international sport championships being held in
Tasmania

Up to $3,000.

Funding is distributed on a first-come, first-served basis to
organisations meeting the eligibility criteria.

One round
peryear
between
July-March
or when
funds are
exhausted

Closed
March
2017

National
representative fund

A Sports Assistance Scheme provided by the Government of Tasmania
to coverthe additional cost to Tasmanian Athletes and Coaches
competing at a Junior or Open Competition level to travel with an
international team competing overseas.

Up to $500
per applicant.

NA

Live

Tasmanian Community
Fund - Small

Provides grants to
Not-for-profit

Small:

Two rounds
each year
Jan and July

Opened
Jan 2017
Closes in

<$20,000

organizations

Medium:

Councils and
• State government departments
Eligible purpose includes community participation and recreation.

$20,001 -

2017

$90,000

Small:
March
Medium:
April
Large:
March

Large:<
$500,000

(over max. of
five years)

Championship grant

Offers grants for eligible competitions that:
Bring more than 200 competitors and supporters to
•
Tasmania
•

Who stay in paid commercial accommodation for three
nights or more and

•

Are able to promote pre- and post-championship travel
within the state as part of their event marketing.

One-off assistance
grant

Aims to increase winter events in regional Tasmania, prompting an
increase in visitor numbers and local community engagement through
the non-peak tourist season. The program also seeks to increase the
level of event expertise in regional Tasmania.
To be eligible for the grant you should be working with Events
Tasmania to develop orfurther develop your event.

Touring grants

Grants are available to eligible organisers of auto, motorbike, cycle or
walking tours in Tasmania during the winter and shoulder season.
Funding is based on the number of interstate or international
participants staying in paid commercial accommodation forfive nights
or more, with 40 percent or more of the tour being held in regional
areas.
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Up to $5,000.

Year-round

Live

Up to

NA

NA

Between
March-Nov
every year

NA

$20,000.

Between
$1,500 and
$15,000.
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Philanthropic Funding Options
Examples:
a.

Holden: Home ground advantage fund
Provides grant for capital work projects, purchase of clubroom equipment, sporting equipment,
individual development. Sporting club or community organisation which runs and supports
sporting activities within Australia is eligible. Government Departments or entities are not eligible
for this grant.

2.

Scanlon Foundation
The Scanlon Foundation each year provides funding for projects that support the transition of
migrants into the local community.

3-

Ian Potter Foundation: Environment and conservation grants
The grants aim to support Australian urban and rural communities to better manage the natural
resources and preserve biodiversity in the face of challenges such as land degradation, limited
water resources and climate change. It can only make grants to organisations with both
Deductible Gift Recipient (DGR) Item 1 and Tax Concession Charity (TCC) status.

A

Gardiner Foundation: Dairy Communities program
The program provides small grants up to $5,000 for innovative, community driven projects that
strengthen small Victorian dairying communities to help build their capacity to deal with local
issues, and enhance community infrastructure.

5-

James Kirby Foundation
Provides funding for a broad range of projects in categories like Environment, Health, Education
and Technology and Social welfare and arts.

6.

Telstra Kids Fund
Provides funding for projects in education, nature and environment based, health and wellbeing,
and sports and recreation.
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Appendix 7. Criteria for Prioritizing Capital Works
Location/ equitable distribution

Yes?

□
□

Does it lead to a more equitable distribution of facilities?
Is the development consistent with core service levels for the open space function?
Does the development fit with the hierarchy of settlement or is in a hub or at a school site?

□

The site is not flood prone, or encumbered by other conditions that will affect it
sustainability?
if on a reserve - the works are dependent on the purpose of the reserve setting ie / and rfit
with the master plan intent?.

□

Demand

□

Is the development supported by potential demand projections for this locality?
Provides opportunities for affordable individual pursuits such as walking and cycling and
social activities?

□

Does it increase the number of users and decrease the need for other facilities (ie does it
enable a larger club to develop or mean another asset is not required through a merger of
clubs?

The development supports the creation of better pathways from foundation to junior, senior EH
and high performance sport?

□
□

The development supports social non-club physical participation, especially by older adults?
If a regional facility to serve events: will the works also serve residents as well?
Viability / cost effective management
Does it have a catchment population around the facility that can support it (is it a tier 1,2, or
3, town as described?

□
□

Does this increase the ratio of sports fields/ open space attractions to buildings (consolidate
built infrastructure)- and enhance the sustainability of the reserve?

Will it decrease the number of buildings (will it enable consolidation of indoor assets to make EH
them more functional and cost effective to manage)?
Does it enable sharing of an asset and hence increase use of an existing asset?
Does it extend the life of (increase by 15 years) and renew an existing asset that meets other
criteria (not just replace like with like)?

□
□

Diversity of opportunity/ accessibility
Does it add to the number of sports and recreation opportunities available to residents where EH
there is a demand?
Does it make the assets accessible to a wider range of sports or user groups?

□

Does the project increase participation by people with a disability, older adults, women or

□
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people from non-English speaking backgrounds?
Is the facility open to the public (ie not exclusively used or leased to one organisation)?

□

Likelihood of funding the works or delivering the project in the shortterm
Will the nature of development attract other funds from external partners?
There are no issues such as those replanning issues, legal rights, resident opposition, land
management, contamination, tree removal, occupancy agreements, require replacement of
the land as open space to resolve before construction can start?
Does it have policy/ strategy support?
Does the initiative support local economic growth, use local businesses to support events etc.

□
□
□
□

Landscape amenity, cultural value climate change adaptions
Protects and adds mature trees, builds on local landscape values, views and character?
Provides additional trees and landscape elements?
Enhances biodiversity and contact with nature?
Promotes and interprets cultural and or biological heritage?
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Appendix 8. Key Sporting and Open Space Planning and Design Issues
Principles to maximise usage, and fit for purpose, and sustainability
The following principles/directions respond to issues observed in site inspections and master plans
reviewed.
Sports fields
The design of sports fields can have a significant and long term impact on:
•

The costs of managing and maintaining turf and other sporting infrastructure

•

The viability of a club or user group

•

Levels of use and the facility's ability to respond to changing demands, codes and requirements,

•

Impacts on adjacent residences

•

Environmental and amenity value and character of the neighbourhood.

The following principles should be applied in the planning design and retrofitting of sports facilities.
Location and prominence
•

Playing fields, sports courts, and swim and gym facilities should be very prominent from the road
and address the street to encourage more people to participate (particularly with tennis and any
other outdoor courts/ greens).

•

Fields should run/north south

•

Where possible sports facility complexes and indoor sports facilities should be built centrally: to
enable sharing and to sever at least 2 playing fields or courts for more than one sport and to ensure
the orientation for viewing is south east over fields/ courts served, on road frontages in high foot
traffic areas.

•

Carparks, pavilions and other support facilities should be provided on the street-not internal to
the park. The park should be reserved for people and sport. Internal car parks should prioritise
accessible spaces close the building and otherwise space around club rooms/ indoor centres should
be for pedestrians.

•

Play facilities on sports reserves should be in view of the field of play.

Multiple and full sized fields and courts for sharing and viability
•

All sports fields should be designed to be shared - so that can be used in both seasons- with the
exception of equestrian sports that should not be shared on the same ground as team sports, due
to damage to the turf and potential injury to players/horses.

•

Some consideration should be given to enable soccer- football to be played in summer.

•

All facilities should provide for multiple and full-sized fields/ playing areas for all including courts or
sports greens. This maximises the number of sports that can be played, and the level that they can
be played at.

•

Multiple fields on the one site allow clubs to grow to a sustainable size and share social facilities.
This also provides flexibility so that small-sided games and modified sports can be played across
the main field rather than on separate small pitches that can't be used for senior competition.

•

Providing multiple fields together means clubs have opportunities to develop pathways for players
from the foundation level (through junior and club competition to the more competitive,
representative sides) and opportunities for older adults and the more elite pathways.

•

In the main town a minimum of two senior football fields ie AFL or 3 soccer pitches plus 2 netball
courts (if fortraining only) should be provided as the minimum footprint for a new sports reserve-
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unless it is courts in which case it should be a minimum of 3 netball / 4tennis sized courts with
lights.
•

Where possible provide turf playing fields as a large footprint of managed turf- on the same level,
and without fencing, so that can be marked flexibly for multiple codes for all but the highest levels
of competition, in order to provide flexibility as to how playing fields can be marked from one
season to the next and as demand changes.

•

All facilities should be shared with another sport in the opposite season. Cricket wickets should be
placed between soccer -football pitches so as not to impact on winter sports.

Club room/toilet change to field ratio
•

Position fields so as to: keep the clubhouse/pavilion to field ratio low, allow flexibility of use as
demand changes and minimise the number of support buildings to reduce costs of maintenance
and encourage sharing. One pavilion/clubroom should be provided for a minimum of 2/3 fields per
code.

•

Sports pavilions should be designed to be shared for multiple activities and if large enough for
public meetings.

•

Support facilities such as the: clubrooms, canteen, storage etc. are best consolidated into one
building envelope and located on the perimeter of the playing fields (not in central space) this
allows forthe facilities to be better utilised by the playing fields. One centralised clubhouse with
social/function rooms is desirable and for a large site - smaller satellite 'pavilion' rooms may be
required for such a large site.

Schools
•

Where possible public sports facilities should be positioned close to, co-located, or shared with
schools, as schools are critical to the development of future sports club members.

•

Ensure any abutting school has adequate disbursement space for lunch and recess off the playing
fields that it may share. This is to ensure the quality of turf surface can be protected. If a school
playing field is to be used for community use, ensure the field has lights for training and some
space for storage, toilets and change rooms.

Club room siting and orientation
•

Clubrooms should face the main field from the north or west in order to avoid sun glare for
spectators.

•

Goal storage space should be designed for any shared fields, for example at the rear or end of a
clubroom.

•

Locate any synthetic field close to the clubhouse and furthest away from housing in order to
maximise hours of use at night, and allow programming.

Buffers
Ensure adequate buffers exist between buildings and residences in order to minimise nuisance
from vehicles, lights, stray balls and the noise of whistles and social functions, and so as sports are
not curtailed due to resident complaints.
Provide adequate buffers between any overhead transmission lines, sports floodlighting and
highball sports facilities.
If residential areas are to abut the facility, any residential dwellings - desirably separated by a
roadway or a clear buffer, should overlook the fields. There should be no rear fences of private
residences abutting the park.
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•

Fields with lights for competition such as football, hockey and soccer cannot be located under
electric supply transmission lines.

Environmental amenity
•

All outdoor sports facilities should have areas of tree canopy for: shade, shelter, as well as
boundary plantings, and restorative values, and additional planting should be provided around
existing trees.

•

Trees are best not provided in a circle around an AFL grounds or between grounds as this imprint
one field or code without enabling other rectangular codes or multiple field configurations and uses
of the space, for example.

Park perimeter trails
•

A perimeter exercise trail connected to the widertrail network, should be provided around all
reserves larger than one hectare. This should not follow the perimeter of the fields-due to
potential conflict with players and balls, but following the perimeter of the park-like Princes Park
Carlton North.

•

The perimeter path needs a corridor of about a 10m wide minimum corridor and has a line of trees
on either side.

Colocation of social, family recreation space
•

Where possible large reserves - ie for memorial, or sport functions, or water based recreation
should also house social/family recreation space for the immediate neighbourhood should be
provided in, with and shelter and seating around all outdoor playing fields.

Parks are for people
•

Parks should not be considered as cheap land - ie for locations for substations, utilities and fire
stations. These are typically very expensive to move and can impact on the future layout and
commercial viability of sport and indoor recreation facilities.

Siting of toilets
•

Toilets should be in flat places that are easy to find, to get to from a car park, and to get into.

•

Toilets should never obstruct views of the main attraction. Desirably they should be colocated with
other infrastructure.

Fencing
Select sporting reserve will need to be enclosed in order to take a gate.
Select play spaces need to be enclosed to prevent children inadvertently running into water or onto
a road, and to assist families with a child on the autism spectrum from absconding.
Fencing may be desirable to enclose select dog exercise and socialisation areas- especially for
people with a disability who need to exercise assistance or Seeing Eye dogs.
Only selective areas should be fenced as fences also exclude some type of people.
Small enclosed spaces are hard to manage - as they may receive excessive wear.
Fences around play spaces can divide equipment from the immediate space where children should
play.
Fences are only as good as a gate, and principally fences will only slow down children who want to
get out.
When choosing sites to be fenced for play or dog exercise, choose a park:
Where the whole park can be fenced
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that is at grade and can be accessible by people using a mobility device;
that are easily enclosed ie that don't need full fencing- that may need only one side fencing as they
barriers along other sides
that won't be divided by the fence
Avoid creating a corral effect around play equipment with a fence
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